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YELLOW FEVER FACTS
GROW MORE SERIOUS

RUSSO-JAPANES-

NEW .MEXICO. MONDAY EVENING.

JULY

1,

NEGOTIATIONS

E

AS SUMMER

t

11)05.

FEARFUL CATASTROPHY

HOTEL ADVERTISEMENT

ENTERPRISING YANKEES FURNISH FREE KEEP FOR THE
JONES ESTATE ACTED AS THY THOUGHT HE
:r?7RUSTEES OF THE FRANK
WILL REQUIRES OF THEM-j3d- GE
PROSPECTU? JrVu?D.THAT 'S WHAT H'9
PAGE'S NAIV
MOMENTOU9
DOINGS
SCHEDULED FOR PORTSMOU TH. N H -T- HE GOVERNMENT
lmZnV?,l
FUNDS FOR THE PURPOSE,
ANYHOW.

NARROWLY AVOIDED

HIf

Cisterns Are Screened and Oil is Placed in Gutters
and Pools, But Trade Suffers From

yK

Quarantine,
PROTEUS

HAD NO FEVER

New Orleans. I.a., July 31. Little
change was apparent today in the
yellow fever situation. A number of
new rases were unofficially reported
to the board of health.
The campaign in the Interest of
cistern screening continues and hundreds of gallons of oil are being
placed in the guttets and water receptacles.
The large majority of new cases and
deaths continue to be reported In the
old affected area below Canal stroet,
only four of yesterday's twenty-sevenew cases being above Canal street.
The health authorities, while admitting that the situation is serious,
believe the disease can be controlled,
the opportunities for new infection
growing tower as the area of scieen-ecisterns Increases.
n

PASSENGERS

selves.
The health authorities aie very
much,
encouraged by the excellent
work that is being done at the emergency hospital, and they believe that
when the results of the treatment
given there becomes known, families

STEAMER FROM NEW ORLEANS
HAD NO FEVER CASES
New York, July 31. The liner Pro
teus arrived in quarantine this morning from New Orleans. A superficial
examination boie out the captain's report that all on board were well. The
quarantine physicians are making a
thorough explanation of the passen-gerand crew.
The Proteus carried ninety-bnpas
sengers and a crew of seventy-tw- o
men. A searching examination re
sulted In the finding that all on board
we.e absolutley free from any symptoms of yellow fever. As an extreme
caution, the Proteus will be held In
quarantine until 1 o'clock this after
noon, when she will have been five
days out of New Orleans. This period
is the time limit for yellow fever to
develop

REPUTATION OF

CLEVELAND WILL

d

QUARANTINE EVERYWHERE
BEING DRAWN TIGHT.
New Orleans, I.a., July

31.

Much

distress is beginning to appear among
the Italian population growing out of
the practical expulsion of the fruit
business from Ixiuisiana on account
of the quarantine, and the relief work
Is one of the tasks to which the Italcommitand citizens'
will now have to address them-
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DEVLIN'S CREDITORS CAN DO NAUGHT BUT TALK
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New York, July 31. Two barges
carrying an excursion party numbering about 2,000, towed by a tug, came
perilously near being dashed on the
rocks at North Yonkers last night, at
the height of a severe wind and rain
storm. When a short distance from
the shore the tug's engine suddenly
stopped and every effort to start it
was futile. The barges were rlpidly
drifting towards the rocks when the
signals of distress brought the assistance of another tug and the barges
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"BOHEMIAN GIRL"
POPULAR PRODUCTION

Where the Treaty Makers Will Be Lodged and Fed.
HOTEL WENTH WORTH.
PARKER W. Will ITTI MORE.
JUDGE CALVIN PAGK.
THE CONFEREES FOR THE PEACE TREATY ARB TO BE QUARTERED ON THE SECOND FLOOR OF
HE
ON
THE LEFT OF THE ENTRANCE. THE JAPANTHIS HOTEL. THE RUSSIAN APARTMENTS WILL
ESE APARTMENTS ON THE RIGHT. THE OTHER PICTURES ARE THOSE OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
OWNED
THE HOTEL.
ESTATE OF FRANK JONES, WHO
Portsmouth, N. IL, July 31. By exocutois, to do with the estate, what Btay. I heard that it might only be
means of some very subtle maneuver- In our opinion, Frank Jones would two weeks; another said that It might
done. You know who Frank be two months, and a friend of mine
ing, spiced with Yankee trade meth- have
all suggested that I would bo lucky of
ods, during tho past two weeks, an Jonofl was. His beer is known
arrangement has been made whereby over. Once he was president of the they got away by the first of next
had
the world honor of entc.talning the Boston & Maine railroad, and he was year. The hotel, foitunately,
peace envoys from Russia and Japan In congress for four years. Ho was a steam pipes put in recently, so we
will be converted into a glaring ad- public spirited man. Whittlinore mar- can take care of them, only 1 hope
ried one of his four
it won t take as long as that.
vertisement for a summer hotel.
Has an Inspiration.
"I expect Teddy Roosevelt will
Throughout the world the statement
"Two big hotels are included in the come around here before it is over.
has been flamboyantly published that
the American government, anxious to estate. When I heard that the envoys Be just like him to come in and tell
encourage a settlement of the bloody from Russia and Japan were coming them what to do. He's responsible
conflict of the east, had perfected over here to settle their differences, for this meeting, and he won t be sat
magnificent generous arrangements why, I naturally thought that it would isfied until that treaty Is signed upon
for the comfort of the visiting pleni- be a good thing for our. hotels to American ground, or in our hotel
"I don't want anything said about
potentiaries
and their respective have them quartered thera.
"The navy yard, where they will the advertising part of it. It wouldn't
suites. It fell to the lot of the state
of New Hampshire to do the great hold their meetings, is Just across the look right. Mr. Jones was a public
honor. Her people, according to pop- Piscataqua river. The navy yard pro- spirited man, and what I have done
ular understanding, were to contribute vides a good place for secret meetings was to carry out what I thought he
and our hotel will give them the best would have wanted."
the hospitality.
As a matter of fact, the "people" place to stop. And it won't cost them
United States Can't Foot Bill.
are owners and managers of the a cent.
Judge Page explained that the pres
"I sort of took matters Into my ident has no appropriation to draw
big summer hotel overlooking
the
hands when I heard ' "lis thing, upon in such an emergency as this,
iia nd situated, about- tour ' miles own
and I got into communication with and that Mr. Fejrce, who came from
.from this town.
"For as long as it stands, our hotel Edward N. Pearson, our secretary of Oyster Bay to perfect the arrange
will be known as the place where the state. I told him that our hotel would ments, was well suited with the plans.
treaty of peace between Japan and provide the hospitality, and he no- Mr. Peirce, will, on behalf of the govolid tified Herbert H. D. Pelrce, third as- ernment, give a dinner at the hotel
Russia was signed," chuckled
Judge Calvin Page, one of the execut- sistant secretary of state, who has for the envoys, and It is expected
been delegated by President Roose- that President Roosevelt will do likeors of the Frank Jones estate.
Only two doubts entered the mind velt to manage the whole affair.
wise.
of Calvin Page, who got his title on
To Make it Famous.
The hotel Is typical of the modern
the police bench of this town, when
"I was anxious to have the honor summer seashore hostelry. It is a
be made the deal which brings the of having the treaty of peace signed great, roomy place, with picturesque
diplomats of two warring nations to In our hotel. I was afraid that it location. There are many hotels more
his hostelry. In his own words, one might be signed over in the navy beautifully rurnlBbed.
was: "What'll we give them to eat? yard. But I guess it won't be, for 1
Including two plenipotentiaries from
Another was: "How long will they have been told that it must be done each nation, the suites and the servstay y
on neutral ground, and Inasmuch as ants. It Is expected that about thirty
In order that there may be a clear our navy ya-dis the property of this persons will make up the party. The
understanding of Judge Page's posi government, It will probably be signed Russians will be quartered on one
In the hotel all right."
tion, nis remarks to your correspondside and the Japanese on the other.
ent might as well be inserted here:
Calvin PPx--e chuckled again, and
"IaA credit go where It is due,"
"When Frank Jones died, leaving paused in his Yankee drawling.
said an old Inhabitant of ancient
a very big estate, hp left a peculiar
"Of course," he continued, "I look Portsmouth, who happened to be on
will.
Parker W. Whlttimore,
who at this thing from a business point the "inside." "It Isn't the government
waa a famous athlete at Harvard
a of view. And what's bothering
me or the state of New Hampshire it s
few years ago, and I, were named co- - now, is how long those fellows may Cal. Page.
grand-daughter-
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CLOSE ITS TRACK

GRAND DUKES

In Empire of Russia About Mayor Johnson Forbids Pool
Selling at Celebrated
as Low as PosCourse.
sible

.......

BUT BORIS

IS THE WORST OF ALL STRICT

July 31. Throughout the
domain, "grand duke" and
"profligate" have long been synonomous terms. To tell a Russian that
he Is "no better than a grand duke,"
is the greatest possible reproach
against his moral character.
Perhaps the most notorious and
profligate of all the Russian grand
dukes is the Grand Duke Boris, who
shocked Newport society by the occa
sion of his visit there a couple of
years ago, and later was recalled from
the aimy in Manchuria on account of
his notorious escapades. The evil
reputation of Grand Duke Boris has
not been lessened by the terribly
tragic death of Mile Anastasla Mazour-off- ,
the youngest daughter of a well
known lawyer, and acknowledged to
be the most beautiful girl in Kazan.
Despite the rigorous measures taken
by the Russian authorities to prevent
the matter becoming public, the particulars of the sad affair have Just appeared in several of the Paris newspapers.
For some months past, so the story
goes, Mile. Mazouroff
caused her
friends great anxiety by her peculiar
fits of melancholy and nervous depression. For weeks at a time she
remained in the house, steadfastly refusing the dozens of invitations she
received to dances and parties. A
week ago, however, her parents prevailed upon her to accompany them
to a garden party given by the governor of the city. Here she displayed
unwonted animation, and throughout
the afternoon was the center of a
large crowd of admirers.
Returning home. Mile. Mazouroff re
tired at once to her bed room, but on
the morning following, her maid was
unable to obtain a replv when she
knocked at the door of her mistress.
In a state of frenzy, M. Mazouroff
broke intb his daughter's room. There
he found the young girl, clad in a
blue peignoir, lying back in her chair
betore a looking glass. There was a
bullet hole in her temple and a toy
revolver lay by her side. Stuck in the
looking glass was an autograph portrait of the Grand Duke Boris, and be
elde it lay a letter in the dead girl's
handwriting, addressed to the Grand
Duke Vladimir's profligate son.
what the letter contained has not
transpired, but grand ducal influence
has been brought to bear on M.
who, with his family, has lett
Kazan.
Paris,

czar's

Maz-ouiof-

World Meeting of "Friends."
Richmond, Ind., July 31. Prominent "Friends" from all parts of the
country and Canada are gathered here
for the "Friends" international educational conference, which will be in
session at Karlharu college during the
remainder of the week. Governor
llanley will deliver an address of welcome at the initial session this evening. During the week educational
topics will be di.scussed by prominent
college men, including President A.
Kosenberger of Penn college, President Charles F. Tebbeta of Whittier
college. President Robert L. Kelly of
Earlham college, Prof. Royal J. Davis of Guilford college. Prof. Eiwood
C. Parisho of the University of South
imkota and William C. Dennis of
Columbia university.
Spelter.
July

St. Louis, Mo.,
firm, $i.l5V- -

31.

ORDERS

Cleveland, July

ON

31.

GAMBLING

Because of the

order from Mayor T. L. Johnson, to
Chief of Police Koedler. to stop all
at Glenville
race track, where the grand circuit
meeting opens this afternoon, it was
announced that the race track will be
abolished after the present meeting
and the land will be divided into city
lots.
pool selling and gambling

s

Why It Was Done.
Until a short time ago there was
little doubt but that pool selling would
be permitted but as the village of
Gelnvllle, In which Is the track, has in
the past few days been annexed to
the city of Cleveland, Mayor Johnson
has control over the situation.
H. M. Hanna, president, and W. G.
Pollock, vice president, held a conference today and after learning of
Mavor Johnson's nrriorn AartAaA tfcot
the prohibition against pool selling
would make it advisable to abandon
the track.
At today's meeting all mtranwa
were guarded by policemen and of the
Inside grounds Chief Police Koehler
personally had charge of a detail of
police, all of whom had strict orders to
Chicago, July 31. With the capituprevent pool selling and gambling.
lation of the striking teamsters nearly
complete and the release of Chicago
ALL HORSES WILL BE
SHIPPED TO BUFFALO from the oppression of a long strike
practically assured for today, a handCleveland, July 31. It was decided ful of coal teamsters have wrecked
this afternoon to abandon the grand the well developed peace plans.
Coal drivers, 350 strong, voted uncircuit trotting meeting scheduled for
this week at Glenville track in this animously to continue the strike. As
city. The only event this afternoon
will be the consolation heat of the
merchants' and manufacturers' race, FORMERS WILL GO
which was not completed at the DeWTO CATTLE BUSINESS
troit meeting. It Is stated that all
the horses at the Glenville track will
be shipped to Buffalo at once.
BROTHERS PURCHASE BIG RANCH
IN GRANT COUNTY AND WILL
Ocean Grove Honors Founder.
RAISE
BLOODED
STOCK ON
Ocean Grove, N. J., July 31 An heLARGE SCALE.
roic bronze statue of the late Dr.
Elwood H. Stokes, first president of
United States Marshal C. M. Forak-c- r
the Ocean Grove Camp Meeting assoaud brother, O. E. Foraker, will
ciation, was unveiled today with In- engage
teresting ceremonies and in tho pres in New In the cattle raising business
Mexico on a large scale. The
ence of a large crowd. Governor
Stokes, a relative of Dr. Stokes, pre- brothers have purchased a big ranch
sided, and the address of the day was in Graut county and will at. once
delivered by Bishop Henry Spellmyer, stock it with blooded Hereford stock.
The Forakers have interests in a
of Cincinnati.
The statue, which was modeled by number of herds of cattle in different
Paul Morris, occupies a commanding parts of the territory at present, but
position In Ocean Pathway, adjacent have nevt.r made stock raising their
which Is their Intention now.
to the auditorium.
It is eight feet business,
O. E. Foraker has been a deputy In
high and is mounted on a massive
the United States marshal's office in
granite base.
tl"i city for several years. He has
riyipned to go to the ranch and be
ANOTHER ADDITION
will bo missed by his Albuquerque
friends.
FOR

POLICE DEPARTMENT

COAL DRIVERS CONTINUE

SELF SUSTAINING

THE CHICAGO STRIKE

ALBUQUERQUE

Information reached The Citizen

of-

fice today that Rev. J. M. Sollie, pastor
of the Highland Methodist church, had

purchased the undivided

terest

one-hal-

f

in-

in the Dr. T. G. Ames homestead property at the end of the foothill on south High street. The doctor
took up 160 acres, but a few years ago
sold thirty acres of his homestead,
leaving 130 acres. Rev. Sollie purchaser one-hal- f
of the 130 acres, and
It is understood that the land will be
surveyed, plotted off into
regular
Spelter, building lots, and placed upon the
market.

Two Thousand People Watch Themselves Driven
on Rock Bound Coast and Are Delivered
Only at Last Moment.

ABOARD

will readily consent to have their patients sent there.
While the leellng here is constantly growing hopeful there is no
abatement of excitement aud panicky
feeling in the country districts of
Louisiana .and Mississippi.
Local business houses are beginning
to feel the effects of the scare. They
are receiving letters from traveling
men telling of the cancellation of orders in Mississippi and elsewhere because of reluctance of country people
to patronize stores which receive
goods from an iufected district.
The quarantine everywhere is being drawn tighter. Even gasoline is
apparently baried from Vicksburg.

NUM1JEU 198

a result it

Fines For Month or July Far
in Excess of Operating
Expenses.

day.

GREATEST

Is said the employers' association may close their doors to
thousands of their former employes
who were to have been reengaged to-

FOR

FISCIAL

YEAR

The strike era with its police guarded wagons, also will be continued indefinitely. AH protests from the teamThe Albuquerque police department
which Is
sters' local failed to shake the coal Is more than
something unusual for a city of this
drivers in their determination.
size. 1 he fines collected for tho month
of July, which closed today, amount
ed to H20, the largest collection made
FRED FORNOFF BECOMES
during any one month of the fiscal
DbPUTY U. S. MARSHAL year.
It is saying something to say that
the police department is more than
WELL
KNOWN OFFICER QUITS
It reflects great credit
THE SECRET SERVICE OF UN- uiKjn Chief of Police Thomas McMil
CLE
SAM AFTER BRILLIANT lin, under whose management the po
TERM OF SERVICE.
lice department Is, and likewise re
credit upon each Individual
Fred Fornoff, who has been among member of the police force.
the best of Uncle Sam's Becret service
For the month of July the operat
men, and who for the past year has ing expenses of the department, in
been working as chief of the western eluding the salaries of all the oflicers,
division with headquarters at Denver, the feeding of prisoners and all Inci
has resigned.
dental expenses, are in the neighbor
Fornoff will at once resume his for hood of $500 or $575. The total
mer position, that of a deputy United amount of fines collected is $S20.
States marshal under United States Therefore, after all expenses are deMarshall C. M. Foraker, of New Mex- ducted fiom the fines, a healthy balico. Fornoffs headquarters will be In ance, amounting to $J50 or more, rethis city and to say that he will be a mains, which Is very gratifying.
The way the police department of
valuable addition to the United States
marshal's force Is not at all neces- Albuqtierquo is managed Is the subject
sary, as Fornoff enjoys tho reputation of much favorable comment, espeof being one of the shrewdest officers cially among strangers. Such crimes
as murder are rare indeed, while there
in the west today.
It will be good news to his many is si'ldom a disturbance of any consefriends in Albuquerque to know that quence, whatever.
Chief Mc.Millln and his suborhe will again make this city his home,
THEIR CHILDREN SHOW
dinates Justly deserve the credit that
SIGNS OF SOME FEVER where he formerly resided, being chief is due
them.
of police only a few years ago.
New York, July 31. Symptoms of
ADMIRAL ROJESTVENSKY
fever, the nature of which has not BRITISH INDIA HAS
DOING NICELY NOW
been determined, were discovered on
EPIDEMIC OF CHOLERA
the steamer Proteus from New Orleans just before the five days' limit
s
Tukio, July 31. Admiral
Madras, July 31. A serious epibad expired. Four children were demic of cholora prevails among the
condition has made satisfacIntransferred to Hoffman's island for
refugees from the famine stricken tory progress since the operation that
spection for the cause of fever which districts who have been crowding the was perfoimed on his forehead. He
had Just appeared. Three adults ac- city for weeks. A number of victims was able to leave his bed and sit in
companied them to the hospital. The have been
dead and dying In a cbalr yesterday. The admiral exProteus then proceeded to the dock the streets. The death rate
83.7 presses sincere satisfaction
at the
with the rest of her passengers.
per l.OdO population.
treatment accorded hlin.
llt-o-

Rojest-vensky'-

1

CASINO PACKED LAST NIGHT TO

WITNESS

OPERA-OLIVE- TTE
PRETTY
NEXT ATTRACTION.
The first night's production of "The
Bohemian Girl" at the Casino Sunday
evening, drew one of the largest audiences of the summer season. The
theater was one mass of humanity,
whlie in the palm gardens there was
not one seat left after 9 oclock, the
house being , practically sold out at
that hour.
Mr. Wade presented the difficult opera remarkably well, when the fact
that he has a very small cast for such
a production, is taken into consideration. The audience was particularly
lavish In Its applause and the members of the cast showed their appreciation by putting their hearts into
the play.
The middle of the week the bill will
be changed. "Olivette" will be the next
attraction Instead of "Pinafore"
as
previously announced. This change
was made necessary by the fact that
Mr. Wade Is now making some additional and expensive outlays. In order
that the productions of "Pinafore" will
be up to the standard with his other
meritorious productions.

ROCK ISLAND TRAIN

,

RUNS INTO DITCH
Jollet, Ills, Jly 81. Five persons
were Injured in an accident to the east
bound passenger train on the Rock
Island railroad today about a mile
west of Jollet. The accident occurred
at a switch which had been opened for
a work train.
Wisconsin Tennis Tourney.
Milwaukee,
Wis., July 31. The
state tennis championship tournament
begun today on the courts of the Town
club promises to be the most successful tourney held in Wisconsin
for
some time. In addition to the prominent players of this stats the entry
list Includes the names of crack players of Chicago, Washington and other
points outside this state. Reuben
Htint of California, present holder of
the state championship In the singles,
is here to defend the title. Burton and
Hunt, who won in the doubles here
last year, will be seen again in the
same event.

were towed away when within on
hundred yards of the rocks.
DEVLIN'S CREDITORS MEET
AND DISCUSS AFFAIR3
Kansas City, July 31. A meeting Of
the creditors of Charles J. Devlin, for-m-er
millionaire coal operator, was
held here today. There was no action
the creditors could take, except to
hear a report In part from the receivers and to discuss the possible
methods of realizing iapidly on the
property.

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM TO
CONNECT JLUMBER CAMPS

AMERICAN

LUMBER
COMPANY
WILL ESTABLISH COMMUNICATION WITH ITS CAMPS IN ZUNI
MOUNTAINS.

In a few weeks tho logging: camps of
the American Lumber company In the
Zuni i stains will have telephone

communication with each other, which
will result In greatly facilitating the
work of the employes in the campe
and in addition will save a great deal
of time that is now consumed in going
from one camp to the other by means
of a courier.
Work has been commenced on the
building of the line, which will require
25 miles of wire and poles. The instruments will be of the latest pattern
and the system when completed will
represent an outlay of several thous
and dollars.
The building of this line has been
made necessary by the large volume
of business the company Is enjoying.

CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS
RESERVED FROM TAXES
,...

uj has decided LV,
or the district court,
that
a lodgo of Knfhta am! Ladles of Security shall not pay taxe on thlf reserve fund. This Is the result of
suit brought br ("Vim
Ito wen to make this order pay taxee
on its reserve fund, t The last legislature decided that the reserve funds of
charitable institutions were exempt
from taxation, although the constitution of the state says otherwise.
OX.

VUUV

Lou Dillon vs. Major Del mar.
Cleveland, Ohio, July 31. The auspicious conditions surrounding
the
opening of the grand circuit meeting
at the Glenville track today give promise of one of. the best harness meetings ever seen in this part of tho territory.
The track has undergone
some notable improvements since lawt
year and the stables are filled with
fast horses. Keen Interest is manifested in the match race between Ijuu
Oillou and Major Delmar, which is
to be one of the notable features of
the week.
MIRACULOUS

ESCAPE CF
CALIFORNIA

LIMITED

TWO LARGE SUGAR HOUSES

The
Limited on the Santa
CLOSED IN PARIS Fe, dueCalifornia
to arrive In Albuquerque from
10:30
the east
this morning
Parle, July 31. Owing to the fail narrowly atescaped o'clock
a disastrous wreck

ure of a high speculator to meet his
Las Vegas this morning.
engagements, said to amount to $3,- - at As
the train was pulling into the
oimi.imxi, two large sugar houses have
yards at Las Vegas, the engine sudsuspended payments.
denly. Jumped the track and turned
completely over. Fortunately the enINDEPENDENT ORDER
OF FORE8TERS gineer was slowing down for the station, thus an awful wreck was avertAtlantic City, N. J., July 31. This is ed. The engineer and fireman had
Foresters' week In Atlantic City, the miraculous escapes from Instant death
occasion being the trlannual meeting and both escaped with slight Injuries.
No one on the train was Injured.
of the Supreme Court of the Independent Order of Foresters, one of the The wreck caused a delay of several
strongest of fraternal benefit organiza- hours.
tions. The sessions were opened in
Train No. 1, due to "Ive from the
the assembly hall of the Hotel Rudolf east at 7:30 this evenint vas wrecktoday with Dr. Oronhyatekha, of To- ed at Iamont, 111., Saturday night by
ronto, presiding. The roll call by Sec- the breaking of an axle on the forward
retary John A. McGUlIvray showed an trucks of the smoking car.
One man, an Italian, was killed and
attendance of delegates from Ireland,
Kngland, Wales, Scotland, Norway, several seriously Injured. Tho wreck
Sweden and the various states of Aus- delayed the train nine hours, and it
tralia as well as from all parts of the will reach here In the morning.
United States and Canada. The sesManitoba's Wheat Crop.
sions will continue, for one week and
will be devoted to business relating to
Winnipeg, Manitoba. July 31. This
the affairs of the order, a review of week harvest will become general
Its progress during tho last three over the Canadian northwest.
Cutyears and an outline of Its plans for ting of wheat Is already well under
way in certain sections. Many authorthe future.
ities estimate that tho wheat crop
School of Theology.
will
bushels,
exced 100,000,000
Sewanee, Tenn., July 31. The sum- against fili.ooo.iioo bushels last year.
mer schoof of Theology, at the Univer- The Increase In the crop Is due to a
sity of the South, began its second wet June In which were many hot
session today with a gratifying at- davs, al.-t- tho Increased acreage, there
more than 4,00,000 acres under
tendance. Tho session will continue
wheat this year.
untl near the end of August.

OTHER PLACES WANT HOCIi
IF NOT NOW HUNG
Chicago, J!y 31. With the possibility that Johann Hoch, the reprieved
wife murderer will secure a retrial and
acquittal here, on tb charge of murdering Mrs. Marie Wekker Hoch, the
authorities of Cincinnati and St. Louis
have been In communication with
states Attorney Healy relative to the

crimes of bigamy and murder, that
lloch la said to have committed in
those cltleB.
Even In the event of the convicted
man's escaping the sentence already
passed upon him it Is said that enough
prosecutions In Cook county and elsewhere confront him to consume several years to come.

t
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DESERT KANSAS

GETS HUSBANDfS BODY
THOUGH WILLED AWAY

Company of Capitalists Buy
16,500 Acres of Land
In Eddy County

DEATH
COURT DECIDES CORPSE CANNOT BE DISPOSED OF BEFORE
BEEN
HAD
BODY
WIFE WINS OVER FATHER. TO WHOM
GIVEN.

CONSIDERATION EXCEEDS
W. M. Deet,

a

C

Gr

,

''Y

--

''.

t

After a
Herold,
Cleveland, Ohio, has bctn awarded
the custody of the body of her husband, which he had willed to his
father. Herold died here of consump
Hamilton, Ohio, July

contest in court,

-

fX-x-

31.

Mrs. Ernest

if

ill

A

$100,000

tion while his wife was in Cleveland.
The court decided that a man cannot
will a dead body if the object is "till
line when tile will is maJe. This
left .Mrs. Herold with the natural
right to claim the body, and she took
t home with her for burial.

SOCKLESS JERRY MAY DIE
FROM LEAST SHOCK
ORIGINAL TRUST BUSTER, NOW IN RETIREMENT IN NEW MEXICO,
. LoURISHED AS A POPULIST
HAS ANEURISM OF THE HEART
IN KANSAS WHEN TRANSPLANTE J FROM THE GREAT LAKES
Special Correspondence.
Roswell, N. M July 31. A sudden
movement and it will be all over with
Jerry Simpson, once famed as one of
Kansas' eccentric geniuses. "Sock-less- "
Jerry Simpson has aneurism of
the heart. Unwonted excitement,
physical exertion, anything to make
the blood pulsate too fast may cause
rupture of a big artery, and the
light1 will die in the eyes of a man
who was once the most picturesque
figure In congress.
Simpson, doubted familiarlly "The
Sockless," back in the '80s and early
'90s aa a populist, was telling the
people corporations were getting too
big, were corrupting
the republic,
were saping its life blood, and
hould be curbed. Simpson, too decades ago, with all his power, urged
government ownership or control of
railways, suggested federal supervision of life! insurance companies, shot
Lis biting shafts into the packers'
combinations and harvester monopolies. Simpson, in days when senators were considered above reproach,
spoke pointedly of senatorial graft.
Simpson, before liryan was known
outside his county, was talking of the
"crime of '73," and advocating the is
sue which drew 6,0(10,000 votes for
the Nebraskan in a presidential con-

test.
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Sunday. Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday

Evening.

DR. J. E. KRAFT.

Dental Suroeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Mock, over
the Golden Rula Dry Goods Company.
lioth phones. Appointments made by
mall.
:S0

A

Appointments

made

I

,

Barnard 8. Rodey.
Albuquerque,
Prompt attention given to all
N. M.
business pertaining to the profession.
Will practice In ail courts of the territory and before the United States land

s

Thursday,
urtlay

Friday and
Evenings,

S

"OLIVETTE"

Ira

M. Bond.
82

F street,

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

ing.

E. W, Dobson.

Office

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

well

block, Albun Jerque,

N. M.

Crom

John H. Stlngls.
Suite IS, N. T.
Alhuquerque. N. M.
building.
Armllo

0

p. m.

THE

Admission

CAS

I U

0

Room 2, First National Bank Build
ing, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

MADE
THE FINEST BEVERAGE
A. L. Morgan.
MUNCHENER HOF
IS IMPORTED
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Esti
BRAW BEER, DIRECT FROM GER mates cheerfully furnished; Job work soMANY. IT CAN BE SECURED AT licited. Automatic 'phone 724; Shop (11
ON North becond street. Albuquerque, N. M.
ELEPHANT
WHITE
THE
DRAUGHT.

WHET

C. H.

MEXICAN

and inexhaustible market
for northern Mexican cattle, has re
cently been opened in Cuba. It has
1 een
found that tne stock of Mexico
thrives admirably under the climate
f the island, especially when raised
In the northern states of the republic
Cuban buyers, particularly those of
Havana, at present have their agents
In northern states of the republfe
closing contracts for shipments to the
Island. While the majority of the con
tracts are made for fall and winter
s'hrtpment, some are for immediate
ellvery, one firm whose represent
ative is at present scouring Chihua
ua, insists that no delivery can ue
too seen.
Since the supply of Mexican cattl
as exceeded the demand, duties pre- enting exportation to the Unite
stales, a new outlet is welcome to
,
stockmen.

LVV',

jsmar

NEW MEXICO

Jr.;' Iiri.

AND

PEOPLE

ARIZONA

Special Correspondence.
Los Angeles. Cal.. July 29 The fol
lowing Arizona and New Mexico people are registered at tue Hollenbeck
hotel:
M. E. Hapgood, Nogales, Ariz.
W. L. Duden, Tucson, Ariz.
Thos. Burns, Bisbee, Ariz.
J. H. Livingston and wife, El Paso,
Texas.
Jos. Broughton and J. H. Conley,
Bisbee, Ariz.
W. B. Hunnewell, Cananea, Mexico.
L. J. F. Jaeger and T. Scott McFar- land, Tucson, Ariz.
C. C. Boiling, Winslow, Ariz.
F. S. Douglas and family, Douglas,

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hay ward, clair
voyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to daily. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.

JOE RICHARDS,

SUMMER SCHOOL.
Of Albuquerque Business College.
In addition to regular work we will

ROOM 6, CROMWELL BLOCK.
Automatic Telephone. 174.

CIGARS
113

1- -2

W. ttmllrosd Ave.

NATIONAL

BANK

L11UQUEKQUE

OF

$100,000
$250,000

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
President.
HERNDON, Cashier.

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

O. N. MARRON,

D. A.

J.

ROY McDONALD,

B.

have Review Classes for teachers' cer
tificates, high school, graded school,
and Spanish courses. Opens Monday,
June 12.
Ten weeks for $10. for any course.
For further particulars address

The Standard
PLUMBING AND

PIONEER BAKERY

HEATING CO.
I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.

flrst-clas-

rrh

Schott,

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fa Railway
Company.

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

o

RAMSAY & ALLMAN,
Carrie Nation got her Btait in the
Gleckler Block, Corner Fourth street
town Simpson made famous. Medand Gold Avenue.
icine Lodge. He reached there in 1878
And became a stock raiser in Barber
MRS. C. GRANNIS.
county, and helped convert the virflMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Cholera infantum.
gin prairie Into what is now one of
Balling
Bros.
Successor
to
you to Inspect her fine line
Invites
Ruth, the little daughter of E. N
the richest wheat sections in the
Hardanger, French
Dewey, of Agnewvllle. Va.. was serious
of fancy goods,
country. Thrice defeated for conly 111 of cholera Infantum last summer.
Battenburg
wool embroideries,
and
A
WEDDING
CAKE
SPECIALTY
gave
expect
gress, he tried again, and the Popuwe
her ud and did not
her
crocheted eoods. sofa pillows, tea
and
one
to
live
from
to
he
hour
another,"
Bwept
him Into office over
list cyclone
says. "I happened to think of Chamber
cloths, collars and cuffs and Batten
Colonel Jim Hallowell of Wichita,
We desire patronage, and we
lain a Cholic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea
burg patterns, baby caps, Afghans
Remedy and got a bottle of It from the
one of the most popular Republicans Ariz.
s
guarantee
opera shawls, ladles' fine underbaking
and
change
saw
Hve
store.
a
I
for
In
hour
Simpson
was
In Kansas.
J. W. Taylor, El Paso, Texas.
207 S. First Street,
wear
Albuquerque
made to order and children's
giving
kept
on
better,
we
and
It
the
opiosltlon
despite the
of Chester I.
Charles Melinl and wife, Albuquerq- before she had taken the half of one
clothing a speciality. Room 36, Bar
Long, and finally was defeated by the ue1,
small bottle she was well." This remedy
N. M.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
is xor sale oy an aeaiers.
latter, who now Is United States senaMoma-Mmd- a
m Spec
P. Wilson, Livingston, Ariz.
Candle
Simpson
dropped
tor,.
out of public
D. F. Green, Cananea, Mexico.
ialty.. ..Ice Cream Made In Any
IT IS EASY TO MAKE GOOD
life and came to the Pecos valley some
R. D. Cogln, Kingman, Ariz.
Quantity tor fartlee, ete.
BREAD
CLUB
WITH
HOUSI
years ago.
P. D. Wright, Winslow, Ariz,
FLOUR.
New
1842,
Born in
Brunswick in
(ieo. F. Merryman, Phoenix, Ariz.
Simpson was taken by his parents to
Mrs. B. F. Sweetwood, Williams,
MERCHANT TAILOR
county,
York,
New
14
Oneida
and at
Ariz.
Fresh Meals and Sausages
became a sailor on the Great Lakes.
DEALER IN
Mexico,
Mrs.
F.
Butzon,
Cananea.
F.
e
twenty-threyears
.
BAMBINI
a
HAS
US
was
OPENED
For
he
sail
S. Chapman, Oaxela, Mexico.
or. He was commander of the barge J.
A Specially Fine Line
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL
E. L. McMakin, Cananea, Hexlco.
when
Rutter,
Toledo,
H.
on
of
J.
Octo
ROAD AVENUE.
Nat. J. Leary and M. Schoenthal,
31,
1878,
It
Ludlng
off
ber
anchored
Tucson, Ariz.
ton leaking badly, and foundered
I have opened a merchant tailoring
H. L. Pickett, Tombstone, Ariz.
UNION MARKET
cargo
crew
were
saved,
and
The
but
John P. Young, Prescott, Ariz.
establishment upstairs over No. 201
Simpson quit marine life taen and
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the AND
there.
Forced to Starve.
207 West Gold Aveunc
patronage of the general public.
An original Abolitionist, Simpson
B. P. Iek. of Concord. Ky.. says:
cast his first vote for Abraham
BOTH RHONE
"For 20 years I suffered agonies, with Suits made to order. Clothes cleaned,
Second Door North of P. O.
sore on niy upper lip, so painful some- pressed and repaired. The specific.
He was a Republican until 1873 atimes
I QOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTXXX
1
vainly
not
could
eat. After
and then became a Gieenbackcr, and trying that
everything elue. I cured It with use will not Injure the cloth. Ladles'
In due course of evolution, a Farmers' Bui'klen's Arnica SuWe." it s great for garments also' cleaned, and walking
Alliance and Peoples' party man. De- minis, ruts zoo.and wounds. At all drug skirts made to order. Fit guaran
N. PEACH & CO.
spite the hardships of his youth, he gists; only
teed. Have had 15 years' experience
acquired considerable education, and
Room 43 Barnett Building.
"OTTAWA AND MONTREAL. VIA In this city. Give me a trial.
his native wit did the rest. When Tin
L' is u
i
avi
OILS. VARNISHES AND BRUSHES
PAINTS,
inui:
tir
O. BAMBINI.
REAL ESTATE
8 mpaon wai first elected to congres. WA R1VEKi.. Xo 34 of the New York
iila clothes and rustic appearance C'ential, "Four Track Series," deWe have bargains In vacant lots and
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
backed up a Wichita "pipe story"
improved property. It will pay you to
the beautiful country between
leaks.
that he did not wear socks. In Wash- scribes'
see us before making purchases. All
Kingston and Ottawa, Ontario, along
ington he became a bicycle fiend and the route of the Rideau lakes aud
One gallon Devoes' Paint covers
-a a av
business Intrusted to us will receive
square
300
coats.
two
donned white vests. Prince Albert river. It is tilled with beautiful 11
feet
prompt attention
Airy
coats, patent leather shoes and stove lustrations and a lino map of this
Rooms
pipe hats, the same as his colleagues. beautiful resort section of Ontario
CO
LEATHER,
HARNESS,
saddles, etc. CLARKVILLE PRODUCE
His change of attiie helped materi- ror a copy, send a
t
stamp to
ally In Lis political downfall. Seventh tieorge 11. Daniels, tieneral Passengp
HAY,
GRAIN
AND FEED
district farmers thought Jerry was Agent, Grand Cenlial Station, New 4
Reasonable
Wholesale and Retail.
401) W. HAILHOAD AVE
putting on too much style and voted York.
Rates
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL.
for Chester Long, always a sartorial
3
m
dream, aa a rebuke.
Buy it Now.
J, B. McMANUS, Manager.
Simpson was always one of the
Now Is the time to buy Chanwerlaln
602 8outh First Street Both Phone
"plain peepul." His heart always C'nollc,
Homedy.
and
Cholera
Diarrhoea
.........
..
..
went out to the poor man. He was i, .
LIVERY, SALE. FEED AND
and when that time comes you
later
forgot
never
a
always. sincere.
He
.
.
t
r , ,
juu win iieea ll
twill nettu Buy Ituauiy
to rurgive uiluokly.
inena ana never lauea
TRANSFER STABLES.
may
now. It
save life.
enemy.
For sale by all dealers.
Horses and Mules boutrbtand exchang
INSURANCE.
ed. Address W. L. Trimble & Co.,
FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Building Assoola
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
REAL ESTATE
tton. Office at I. C. Baldrldga
NOW
BEST TURNOUTS IN
LOANS
buniber Yard
CITY.
THE
Automatic Phone 411,
BETWEEN RAILROAD
SECOND STREET,
Room 10, N. T. Arml)o
Mlldina.

C. P.

M.

STATE

THE

n

5moke the White Lily Clgit

ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC

p

U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

CLAIRVOYANT.

The original Spanish hair tonic.
Hermoso pelo, (beautiful hair.) Posi
tively stops falling hair in one applica
tion; cures dandruff always, and is a
perfect dressing for gentlemen and
lauies' hair. For sale at 50 cents per
bottle. A Rents wanted. 410
South Edith street.
SOUTHWESTERN TOILET
SPECIALTY CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.
410 South Edith street.

REAL

Paid-u-

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, 1250,000.0

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vlce
President
FRANK McKEE,
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F, RAYNOLDS
Director

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathlo Physician.
Whiting Block.
Room 17.

INSURANCE.

IN CUBA

new

A

SLEYSTER

B. A.

all

CATTLE ARE
IN DEMAND

win

by

Authorized Capital,
1500,000.00

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

ga

Hold

M,

N.

ATCHISON. TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

FIRST
NATIONAL

Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board ot Oateo.
successfully
patby.
All
diseases
Offllce
treated.
Barnett building.
Hours. 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.

mil uieimvori

ALBUQUERQUE,

DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, 160,00.0t

DEPOSITORY FOR

PHYSICIANS.

M

OF

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. 8 8TRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson, Asat Cashlari
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE ARNOT
Wm. MclNTOSH
A. M. BLACKWELL
O. E. CROMWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE

V. O. Walllngford.

CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.

THIRD STREET

COMMERCE

AND

F. W. Spencer.
7
Room
Bamett building, Albuquer- iue, N. It. Automatic phone He.

15c

OF

BANK

EX i ENDS TO

ARCHITECTS.

0

WITH AMPLE MEANS
UNSURPA8SED FACILITIES

AND

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

"OLIVETTE"

$100,000

-

R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque.
N. M. Office, First itlnnal Bank build

open every afterAdmission, free, exnoon.
cept during matinees. Refreshments served by uniformed waiters.
3

-

SURPLUS

ATTORNEI-AT-LA-

Gardens

Matinee Sunday at

AND

N.

Pensions, lands.
W.. Washington, u.
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letter pat
ents, trade marks, claims.

Admission .. .. 15o and 25c
Reserved seats on sale at O.
A. Mataon's. 202 West Railroad avenue.

tl

CAPITA,.

office.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

y

condition.

Albuquerque, - New' Mexico

ATTORN

of

The Finest One Day Ride in America.
Central railroad,
The New York
traversing the Empire state from Buffalo to New York, takes the traveler
through a country of not only beautiful scenery and historic associations,
but of surpassing interest from an industrial and commercial standpoint.
From the trains of the New York
Central may be seen many of the
great factories, employing thousands
of men, that go far toward giving New
Yo. k state its industrial supremacy.
Cities of great importance in the
commerclal'world make the way, while
highly cultivated
farms, with their
substantial farm buildines. give evi
dence of the wealth and prosperity of
the section.
There is no more beautiful ,or In
'cresting one-daride on fhis conti
uent than that between Buffalo and
New York, via the New York Central
and it Is always an instructive and en
tertaining Journey, no matter how
Irequenly it may be made.

weakened
druggists.

TRUST

COMPANY

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Railroad avenue Office hour
a. m. to 12: SO p. m.; 1:80 p. m. to t
LAWYERS.

All kinds of fresh and salt
Indigestion Cured.
Factory.
Meats. Steam Sau-,aThrre Is no cnne of InclleeRtlon. Dys
ooiiHta or Rtomnch Trouble thnt will not
yield to the dilutive and strengthening
Influence of Kldol DysnepHla Cure. This
remedy tnkes the strain off the stomach
by digesting what you rut and allowing
It to rest until It crows strong again.
Kodol DyspepHla Cure affords quirk and
permanent relief from Indigestion and MAS0MC CHIDING, N. THIRD ST
fall stomach troubles, builds up the syS'
lem and so purines that disease cannot
attack and tulu u foothold as when In

N

MONTEZUMA

SU6

p. m. Telephone 461.
by mall

"Bohemian Girl"

prominent banker

CARDS

DENTISTS.

No.

Sunflower state, have purchased from
the Santa Fe Land & Immigration
company, through their state agent,
J. A. Clark & Co., of Wichita, 16,600
acres of land located in southeastern
New Mexico, with a view to settling
it with colonists from western Kansas.
Ten fnousand five hundred acres
of the land is at Moore station, and
the other 6,000 acres, comprisles the
Clifton ranch near Artesla, In Eddy
county. The consideration Is Bald to
have been in excess of $100,000. The
company will immediately commence
to colonize the land, separating it Into
tracts of 320 and 100 acres.
ue
A great deal of this land will
within the belt that will be benefited
by the great Elephant Butte project.

f

c

WADE

Musical Slock Co.

(Jreat Hend, Kan.,
and a company of capitalists of the
and ranoman,

PROFESSIONAL

CASINO

FOR NEW MEXICO

MONDAY, JULY 31, 1905.

412 W. Railroad Ave.

COLCC.

AUTO. 'PHONE, 671.

TRY OUR

CONFECTIONERY
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"OLD RELIABLE"
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WHOLESALE

SOFT DRINKS

IHITTs

ESTABLISHED
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m

X

aSa

1878

Lr

T

GROCER

Lin-coin-

Thos. F. Keleher

H
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tf ttttttttttirtfttf
GRAND.
HOTEL

I

'

..--

uiiinuttiiitiiiimuiu W.LTriGible&Cc
Rankin 8c Co.

.

'

,

Farm and Freight Wagons

and Use of
In the summer months constant vig-- '
llance Is necessary, or dangerous disease germs will le absorbed from food
or drink.
summer complaints
The
and bowel troubles do not come to
people with a healthy stomach, for
Dame Nature kills the disease germs
with the natural Juices secreted by
the healthy, digestive organs.
When there are pains or distress
after eating, headache, belching of
cases, sour food aad bad taste In the

Mi-o-n-

AND COPPER AVENUES.

KILLthi
no

a

mouth, dizziness, henrtburn, speck
before the eyes, furred tongue, sleeplessness, and debility or weakness, It
shows that the stomach needs the
help of
Just one little tablet
out of a 6i cent box of
before
each meal fur a few days, and you
will regain perfect health and strength
and be proof against the germs ef
summer diseases.
Ask J. H. O'Rielly & Co. to show
yeu the guarantee under which they
sell
It costs nothing aaless
it restores betutb.

couch

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. Edns's
How Discovery

A. W. HAYDEN

a

CONSUMPTION

FOB

OUGHS

and

OL0S

Price

50c a $1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Uiuckcst Cure for all
T1IKOAT ani LUNO TROUBLES, or HONEl BACK.
-

iMmrniisi

saisssssssrai

OFFICE AND FACTORY

412 West Copper Avenue

ALBUQUEliQUE,N.M,
Phones, Auto 108; Colo. Black 165.'

M-

-

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which JustiOur prices will
fies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
compare favorably with responsible competition.

A. E. WALKER,

Commercial

Hotels

MEALS AT ALL HOURS
BMORT

WITH

Contractorand Builder

N.

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

LAUGIILIN

2i

m

01.

OffOrsi,
PRicme RmAbNABLm

MEALS $4.50

(0Ksiie

The Alvarado)
Can secure rooms by the Month,
Week or Nixhk
107 SOUTH FIRST STREET
R. PUCCETTI

& L. GIACOMELLI,

Proprietors

llYDHAiIIC
AUTOMATIC

LOOK OUT FOR GERMS

Summer Months Call for Constant Vigilan:

4LBUQUERQUE,

KA1LR0AD AVENUE.

XXXXXXTXXXXXXMXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTTXXXTTXXXXXXXXXWi
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CENTRAL

two-cen-

Carries the Largest and Most extensive Stock ot
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

m

H

Provisions.

and

Grain

Flour,

1

rilONE

Michael 's
SANTA FE, N.

The

Forty-Seven-

th

COMPANY

STONE
711

College
AT.

Year

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905
BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT

I

ALBUQUEKQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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Albuquerque Real Estate, together with the sure and certain enhancement in values
will amount to a nice snug sum within the period of several years.
.

....RflANY A RICH MAN GOT HIS START THIS WAY...,

If We are now selling choice

residence lots in the Eastern Addition
j
jjur lut on me installment
plan.

bO-to- ot

J

1

(jHO.QO

n.

1

11

?

Highlands, at from $lOO to $200 I
w

Down, Balance in Payments of One Dollar per Week
SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

.

W.

.

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.

-

. JPJ-

re-r- -a

-

AN

ITINERANT

Af, W.

V-Pr- es.

Flournoy, Sec.

T

otir."!

""'

I

D. K. B.

II

Sellers, Mgr.
'

III

III

III!

1

an

.

WRITER

PREPARE FOR WAR IN TIME OF
DOES SALT LAKE
j
PEACE.
It Is pretty hot yet, and you may
AND NO DOUBT
PENNED HIS:
be satisfied to cook on a gas range
ON
KNOWINGLY
THOUGHTS
or gasoline stove, but it will soon get
you
MORMON
begin
will
to
THE
SUBJECT.
think
cold,
and
4
it.
about a large range, something that
TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
will keep the kitchen comfortable and
Special Correspondence.
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO ST.
heat the water for the bath room,
Salt Lake City, July 24. I saw Salt
and keep the dinner warm if the old Lake City by trolley today for fifty
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY AND ALL
man happens to come In late. We cents, and was much Impressed with
. . . , POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .
have them from $30 to $70, In all the jthe Weeds which grew In between the
.
leading makes the Birn, Peninsular,
street car tracks, the many unkept
'
VIA
varHa a n ft tha nnrrilnt croot Incra ft f
Superior and Surprise. We also have
a complete line of heaters none too
the natives in their quest of the
early to buy them. "Get the habit."
filthy lucre. The Mormons, though.
must be complimented for the pains
J. D. EMMONS,
tney take to show tne inquisitive
Successor to W. V. Futrelle.
WITH OUR PILSNER BEER
tourist their beautiful temple, their
Corner Coal Ave. and Second St.
spacious tabernacle and the pictur;1J
a
esque grounds which surround these
buildings. A guide gives the history
doing
one
of every building and the church. The
delicious
temple, built of granite, from mountains twenty miles away, was forty
is no
years In course of erection, and cost
$4.ono,0oo. The Mormon church has
on
Fastest Schedules
a membership or 400,000. half of which
Finest Equipment
day.
is
lesides in the state of Utah.
is inThe Mormons claim half the popuAuditor H. McCreary, of the Harvey their own parlors at home. All that re- lation of Salt Lake City, which has
$3 per case of 2 dozen
system, was looking after official busi- mains is for one road to start the ball about 40,000 people, but do not rui
quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.
Dining; Cars all the Way
Short Line East
to rolling and the others will be quick in the public schools.
ness In the city today.
to" follow. Passengers
now have anyIt Is Interesting to note, however.
Agent H. S. Lutz, of the Santa Fe thing they could want. Nowadays one the connection of the name of Brig-haFar further Information call or address
at this point, returned last night from can take a bath on the train, get
Voting with most every promiAuto, Phone 292.
Santa Fe, where he spent Sunday with shaved, send and receive wireless nent enterprise of the city.
V. R. STILOS, 6. P. A., E. P.
ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE
Colo. Phone W
messages, etc.
his family.
guide,
over
one
taking
The
in
the
.
a
N.
E.
El
System,
Tez
Paso
city, points out with pride, the homes
Superintendent Charles Russell, ot
Charles A. Spless, attorney for the of the different
wives of the late
Phelps-DodgLas
people,
Santa
Mexico
division
to
of
New
returned
the
the
polygamist, where he lived and where
Auto, 'Phone No. 316
Residence Auto, 'Phone No. 299
Fe, was In the city yesterday from Vegas from a trip to Santa Fe and El he died.
Bell
No. 115
'Phone
Las Vegas. He returned home last Paso. He is understood to be of the
BBMBMsasssaiBaMSM
Since polygamy was given a black
Torrance eye by being forbidden by the supreme
night.
unanimous opinion that
would seem to be the most logical and court, which ruled that it was unconSuperintendent J. T. Jacobson, of natural southern terminus of the pro- stitutional, President Smith, of the
the bridge and building department of posed new railway through Las Vegas Mormon church, has also forbidden
the Santa Fe coast lines, was in the from the Dawson coal fields to a con- plural marriages.
Brigbam Young had
city today on business connected with nection with the Rock Island, but he
seventeen
steadfastly refuses to express himself wives and fifty-fou- r
children, and the
his department.
descendants of the great Mormon
In the matter.
A. R. Traphagen, of the advertising
leader point proudly at their birth.
department of the coast lines of the
The Las Cruces Republican says: L.
Children seem to be a staple crop
Santa Fe, with Los Angeles as bis K. Edwards, the efficient agent of the In Utah, but pretty women are scarce.
headquarters, passed through the city Santa Fe company at this point, has Your correspondent visited the leadbeen compelled to resign bis position ing parks and watering places, borthis morning form Chicago.
COMMERCIAL OLUB BUILDING.
m
on account of ill health and has gone dering on Sa.lt Lake City, but none
Chief Electrician H. Farrell, at the to the company hospital at Topeka were equal to any of the many
southlocal Santa Fe shops, has returned to Mr. Edwards, during his Incumbency ern California resorts. It was 100
the city from Wlnslow, where he went of the office, bas made many friends the shade in Salt Lake City on Sun-la
several days ago to Inspect the elect- for himself and the company, who re- day.
rical eqlpment in the shops at that gret exceedingly the misfortune which
The cheapness and inexhaustible
Shortest and quickest Una frem
point.
has befallen him, and hope for his supply of water Is Salt Lake City's
e
Santa
Fa to Dsnvsr, Pueblo and Coloone
redeeming
recovery.
speedy
feature.
Mountain
Col. R. E. Twltchell, assistant coune e
water flows through the main streets
rado Spring, and all Colorado point.
sel for the Santa Fe In New Mexico, NEW TERMINAL STATION
of the city night and day.
Connection at Denver arid Pueblo with
who spent Saturday and Sunday In the
PLANNED FOR CHICAGO
city In attendance upon the ball
all llnea east and west Time ae quick
For
Sixty
Over
Years.
games, was a passenger for Las VeA new terminal station in Chicago
An old and well tried remedy Mr.
and ratea as low aa by other llnea.
gas this morning on No. 2.
Soothing
Wlnslow's
Syrup
has been
to cost from $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 used for over sixty years by millions
m
m
of
to cover the land extending from mothers for their children while teethPULLMAN
8LEEPERS,
DINING
R. W. Hoyt. traveling auditor of '.he and
street on the west to State ing, with perfect success. It soothes
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
Santa Fe, with headquarters lu Las Clark
gums,
child,
allays all
softens the
on the east, and from Polk the
Vegas, arrived In Santa Fe Saturday street south
cures wind chollc, and Is the best
CARS.
to Taylor, is to le con- pain,
street
remedy for diarrhoea. Is pleasant to
and checked in L. C. Loacum as agent structed by 4he Chicago & Western
Chicago and return, $5250. with final limit of October
every
by
taste.
druggists
Sold
In
the
On all through train. No tiresome
l ' or US 75
of that road In that city, vice H. S. Indiana railroad, acting with other part of the world. Twnty-flv- e
good for sixty days.
cents a
bottle.
Lutz, promoted to Albuquerque.
Is
Its
Incalculable.
Be
value
delays
any
at
St.
roads, says a Chicago dispatch.
station.
Louis
and
$44.60,
return.
with
final
limit of October tl ' or $43 80
sure and ask for Mrs. Wlnslow's Sooth-lu- g
good for sixty days.
Negotiations for the purchase of the
Syrup, end take no other kind.
General Superintendent I. L.
PlyIn
street,
fronting
Clark
land
TICKETS
ON
For
arSALE
DAILY
Illustrated
advertising
matter
UNTIL
of the Santa Fe coast lines,
8EPTEMBER 30.
SO SOOTHING.
Denver and return, $25.15.
or Information, address or apply to
rived In the city this morning in his mouth and Custom House courts,
going
on
nearly
Springs
Colorado
been
for
which
have
and
return,
$22.15
is
private car No. 10. Mr. Hlbbard
Its Influence Has Been Felt by so
Pueblo and return. $20.16.
here on one of his regular inspection two years, are about concluded.
Many Albuquerque Readers.
K. HOOPER, G. P. &
Glenwood Springs and return, $$6.16, yia Pueblo, or $41.18 Tia
S.
A., Denver, Colo.
Five railroads are interested in the
trips. His son, Hudson, accompanied
Dearer.
The soothing Influence of relief
new terminal station. They are the
him to this city.
After suffering from Itching Piles,
Wabash, Santa Fe, Erie, Grand Trunk
A S. BARNEY,
P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
From eczema or any Itchiness of
H J. Fouts, agent for the Santa Fe and the Monon. The Wabash is said
Tickets on Sale Daily Until October 15. Final Limit Oct 31st
at Los Lunas, has been promoted to to be the moving figure, although it is the skin.
Makes one feel grateful to the rem
the position of chief clerk to the pas- made to appear that it is the Chicago edy.
II. S. LUTZ, Agent A. T. & S. F. Ry.
senger agent at El Paso. Fouts was & Western Indiana that is purchasing
Doan'a Ointment has soothed hunIn the city yesterday and left last the land.
.
dreds.
night for El Paso where today he enHere's what one Albuquerque cit
RAILROADS HASTEN TO SETTLE
tered upon his new duties.
CATTLE TRANSPORTATION CASES izen says:
THE
CELEBRATED
J. H. Cross, of S23 South First
The Optic says: Guy, Gatchel .cashier at the local Wells" Fargo express
Western railroads are hastening to street, employed in the Santa Fe
office, has been transferred to the Al- settle the 1,200 cases brought by the shops, in the mill department, says:
buquerque office in the same capacity department against thera for violating "Exposure and sitting on damp logs
a recognition of merit, competency the twenty-eigh- t
hour cattle transpor- and cold stones while in the mounand strict attention to duty that he is tation law. More than 2O0 of these tains some three months ago brought
More com
no prouder of than his family and cases have been compromised and set- on itching hemorrhoids.
The Scenic Features, the Mining
friends are. Henry Bergmann, driver tled at the basis of $1,200 fine In each monly they are called piles. While
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
not severe or serious they were very
of the express wagon, will now be- instance.
QUICKEL & BOTHE Proprtetors.1
the Manufactories, the Smelting Income clerk In the office.
In annoying and I put off doing anything
Tb.e law requires that cattle
terests, the Choicest Agricultural
until compelled to. One
the to get relief
Yesterday morning attached1 to No. transportation shall be taken from five
evening I stopped into the Alvarado
Lands, the Health and Pleasure S
BOTTLED IN BOND.
2 were two private cars containing the cars, watered and fed, and rested
places, are all along or reached
Pharmacy
Brlggs
asked
and
for
Mr.
S
twenty-eight
hours something
after every
stockholders of the North American hours,
most conveniently from the
to bring relief. I finally deFINK K EST AUK ANT IN CONNECTION
already
on
which
Roads
road.
the
Exploitation company. The party conof cided on Doan's Ointment. The first
large
numbers
compromised
have
Finest
Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
e
application practically cured me. I
sisted of forty-onstockholders and
are the Mis- have
was in charge of Frank T. Day, of the the cases against them
great
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
remedy
In
confidence
this
THE GEO. T. STAGGCO.,
the St. IxuU, Iron for what it did for me. I never
Western Trust & Guaranty company souri Pacific,
used
Finest
and
best imported and domestic Cigars.
& Southern, the St. Louis,
Mountain
asythlng
of Chicasro. The party had been on a & San
was so soothing and
OIBTILLCftB
Francisco, and the Chicago, healing. which
I recommend it to others
visit to the company's mines In Ari- Rock Island
& Pacific.
FRANKFORT, KY.
zona and was on its way to Chicago.
and know they will not be disappointMany of the best parts of the state
ed in the results if they give 'it a
can be reached by no other railway.
BIDS WANTED
J. P. Graham, the well known bagtrial."
Are you Interested in Colorado?
gage agent at the Santa Fe station
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Send three cents In stamps for our
in this city, who has been at the comFoster-MUburCo., Buffalo,
on fair cents.
FINEST WHISKIES, WINES
privileges
Concessions
and
13
beautiful illustrated book, "Picturpany hospital in Toeka for several grounds and on
in the city New York, sole agents for the United
streets
the
esque Colorado," to
months, recovering from the effects of Alliuquerque, during the twenty-fift- h States.
AND
BRANDIES,
ETC.
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pass Agt..
of a serious operation, has returned
Remember the name Doan's and
territorial fair, to be held at AlDenver,
Colo.
AGENTS.
80LE
some and Is again attending to his buquerque,
52
N. M., September 18, 19, tako no other.
duties. His many friends will be 20, 21, 22, and 23, 1905:
Double.
Bent
Her
to learn that he bas almost
Albuqusrqua, New Mexico
Peanuts and popcorn, bar, spar Jewknew no one for four weeks, whrn
entirely recovered from the effects of elry, novelties, score cards and pro- I "I
"V
w.m
JOSEPH BARNETT. Prop.
typhoid fever and kid'ir
KEYES-LAMKI- N
operation,
was
which
in every way grams, candy, soft drinks, cushions, ney trouble," write Mrs. Annie Hunter,
the
CO
successful.
SAMPLE AND CLUBROOMS
sandwiches and lunches, canes, novel- of Pltmburs. Pa., "and when I eot bet120 West Railroad Avenue
a e
although I bad one of the beat docties,
burnt leather ter,
1 could set. 1 was bent double, and
tors
WILL INSTALL PIANOS
199.
AUTOMATIC
PHONE
goods, cane rack, whip rack, button hid to reat my hands on my knees
ON FAST TRAINS emblems, shooting
gallery, doll rack, when I walked. From this terrible
I was rescued by Elect rlo
According to a high railway official, pool selling, knife rack, sovenlr
which reetored my health and
Cement Work of All Kinds
badges.
Jewelry
spindle,
etc.
and now I can walk as
trenrth,
probable
Is
quite
it
that in the near
Estimates Furnished
Bids
aa
They
ever.
to
simply
wonare
be
opened
stralKht
12
o'clock,
at
We Fill
future the limited trains on the trans- noon,
to cure stomach,
August 25, the association re- derful." Guaranteed
continental roads will have as a part serving
SOUTH
BROADWAY
kidney
208
and
liver
drugdisorders;
at
all
Three Good and Just Reasons.
of their equipment pianos for the use as they the right to reject such bids gist. Price SOo.
of the passengers. This will be quite Sellers, desire. Address, D. K. B.
are three reasons why mothers
There
A Smooth Article.
Next to
of Comiece
IMPORTED MUNCHENER HOF prefer One Minute
Secretary, Albuquerque, N. M.
Cough Cure: (Int.
unique and will mean that passengers
ebaolutely
BRAW BEER ON DRAUGHT AT THE It la
harmless; (Second, It When you want a pleasant laiatlve
on the faist trains can have as much
'RIGHS. at consistent Prices
Inv. It, Th rA It that t eaay to take and certain to set.
rr
Subscribe for The Citiien and $et WHITE ELEPHANT. IF YOU WANT taala wr
enjoyment as though they were in the news.
R.ft. Ave.
cures Coughs, Croup and Whooping use Chamberlains Stomach and Liver
SOMETHING NICE TRY A CLASS. J Cough wbea other remedies
fail. Bold Tablets. For sals by all dealers.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

noclallsm may not be making rapid progress, socialistic
Ideas certainly are. New Mexican.

CITIZEN

Cardinal Gibbons pays a high tribute to the part
played by the press In making graft odious, says the Kan
sas City Times. It Is undoubtedly true, as he intimates,
Published Daily and Weekly
the fear of exposure Is more potent than appeals to
that
MeCREIGHT
W.
T.
6TRICKLER
W. 3.
'
sense of bad nif n in turning them from their
the
moral
Business Manner
President
evil ways. But those who applaud the eminent prelate's
views should not forget that a necessary feature of reforWATER WORKS ANSWERED.
mation by exposure Is personal Journalism, and they must
The water organ It still yelling for "facts, figures and ho prepared to see the disguise stripped from rascals
statement
estimates," upon which The Citizen made Its
without being too squeamish about the method of the
that an up to date water plant could be Installed in Albu- stripping.
querque for approximately $75,000. This paper pave its
authlrlty for the statement when it was published the
The Nonales, Arizona, Oasis Is In receipt of a number
first time, and has given It a number of times since. esti- of letters from various parts of the territory proposing
Tho statement was not made upon Inures and
that a meeting be called, at Phoenix or Tucson, of those
mates. The Citizen or any one connected with It is not In favor of statehood even If the counties now comprised
belonged
an expert water engineer, neither has this paper
In New Mexico have to be annexed to Arizona to secue it.
to people engaged for e.even years In selling five cent Such a meeting, sometime next fall, is among the possiwater to Albuquerque consumers for thirty and thirty-fivbilities; and it would be one which would surprise some
cents, nor has It asked that such an outrageous burden people ,ln point of numbers and in tho weight and ability
sbouid for the lne(U of Its owners be fastened upon the of the participants.
years to come. The Citizen has no
city for thirty-fivpract cal acquaintance with water matters, except the
The following remarks on Tennyson were recently
paying of its monthly bills.
In on an examination paper by a school boy in an
handed
lUnee, The Citizen s statement was not based on "fig- Kr;clish literature class:
Alfred Tennyson was a
ures and estimates." In fact it was not The Citizens celebrated poet, and he wrote a lot of beautiful poemB
statement at all In the beginning. It appeared in an Inter- with long hair. His greatest pome Is called 'Tho Idle
view with Colonel Justro, a man largely Interested in Albu- King.' lie was made a lord, but he was a good man and
querque enterprises, and who having estab.lshed an up wrote many oads." Harper's Weekly.
to date water plant In Bakersfleld, Cal., In opposition to
an out of date plant, knew what he was talking about. The
The water Journal still has its gali with It, and this
practical experience or a man like Colonel Jastro is worth morning's Issue oneo more attempted to spray The Citimore than the paid for estimates of any expert.
zen with the Journal's excess of bile. The fallacies and
The water organ, fighting for the interest of its own- falsehoods of the water organ have so often been exposed
to throw doubt ou The Citizen's statement by hy The Citizen that the task has ceased to be interesting.
ers, tr:
ay'lUK
Jastro never made
iuu a:; far a 't knows Coloneleverything
the JourThe officers of the Water Users' association state
tho statements attnouied to him. If
nal doesn't know is to be considered false there would be that 35.319 acres of land in the Mesilla valley are owned
very little truth left In the world. The editor of The by
This acreage is some what surprising,
Citizen himself took the interview, himself wrote it out. hut serves to demonstrate that Mesilla valley lands are
and subsequently submitted the manuscript to Colonel ippreriated as an Investment. Kio Grande Republican.
Jastro, who approved it. He was in the city when it was
On Thursday hist a lodge of Elks was organized bV
published, and several of his representatives have been
charter members, at Roswell,
the initiation of thirty-onhere Blnce. That tho statements of the interview were
his .V. M.; aud in commemoration of the event the Dally
not absolutely accurate, neither Colonel Jastro nor eviRecord of that city was on Friday printed in purple ink,
representatives have claimed; but the water orpnn
dently would deny the law and the prophets if thereby purple being the ojclal color of the B. P. O. K.
they might secure that deferred payment to the Journal
owners.
When the water organ says that The Citizen knew
Colonel Jastro's statement to be false ever. time it pub135 FOR TEACHING
lished It, it certainly Is going very far in its blind and stuTHAN STREET JWlEFIXG
pid fight to unioad the Water Supply company's worn out
plant on the city.
SELECTED

By The Citizen Publishing Company
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AS TO CHINESE EXCLUSION.
There is a good deal of misunderstanding

o

as to the

real facts of the Chinese exclusion act. there is only one
reason why this country discriminates against the Chinese, says the San Francisco Chronicle. It is that so very
few of a desirable class seek entrance into this country,
much less desire to make the United States their permanent habitation. Almost all of them are of the coolie
class, wlding to work for much less than Am rican labor-ecan afford to accept, sending their money nouie every
month, and adding nothing to the growth oi u s country
In any war.
Experienced Inspectors declare that even of those
who seek entrance under the limitations of the exclusion
law, on the ground that they are educators, scientist
or are otherwise entitled to exemption from the law,
many are found, upon Investigation, to be merely coolies
coached for the purpose of evasion.
The class that the exclusion act keeps out is distinct
Ively detrimental to this country. , For this reason China
has no good ground to retaliate against this country. Am
ericans who go to China are not of a class corresponding
to the Chinese who come to this country.
There is a very strong suspicion, to put it mildly, that
most of the recent agitation against exclusion has been
- conceived,- - engenedered- and promoted by railway 7 and
steamship companies that covet the business that would
result from the repeal of the exclusion law, and also that
the boycott movement In China is a direct result of this
artificial agitation.' Aside from more or less evidence In
the case, the theory that the railway and steamship com
panies are behind the agitation Is entirely plausible be
cause It harmonize with their policies in other affairs.
But there is little danger that the bars will be put
down. The reason for keeping them up are too 6trong.
And as for the boycott, if China, as a government, really
encourages this policy, the United States can go to Japan
lor most everything it now buys in China. And there
would be a particular reason for doing this In view of any
Ingratitude that China might show for all that the United
States has done for the preservation of its territorial and
political integrity.
n

OF THE SEA KING.
THE
One of the greatest of the sea kings from Jason to
Togo has just had his ashes deposited on the soil of bis
borne land. Almost as many countries had a connection,
at one time and another, with Paul Jones as there were
cities which claimed the honor of being Homer's birthplace. He was born in Scotland, he fought for the Americans in the war of independence, he commanded a fleet
In the French navy In the war against England, again he
returned to the American service, and then he held a high
command in the Russian navy, after which he went to
France, where he died in poverty just as the Bourbon
monarchy of Louis XVI. was being replaced by the first
republic. Such is the epitome of John Paul Jones as given
HOME-COMIN-

ty the

Globe-Democra-

But It was as an American that Paul Jones won the
fame by which history knows him. America has been
alow in honoring this earliest of her naval heroes. Washington thanked him In the most eulogistic letter the father of his country ever wrote about anybody. Congress
awarded him a gold medal, though Washington vainly
urged upon that body some more substantial recognition
than this. He rcelved swords, letters of thanks from
Louis XVL and the French government. But by both
Amrica and France he was forgotten in his closing days.
France, in the throes of the volcano which extirpated the
Bourbon regime and set up the republic, was too busy to
think of the hero of the Bonne Homme Klchard. America,
Itself poor and obscure at the time, and In danger of at
tack from more than one quarter in Europe, had no time
to look after its exiled son in his obscurity and poverty
NEW WAY OF ADVERTISING.
The state of Nebraska, which has an interesting dis
play In the palace of agriculture aud horticulture at the
Lewis and Clark exposition, has adopted a novel method
of exploiting Its resources, by means of free blograph lec
tures. The lectures are intereotiug. and the pictures are
distinct and wonderfully true to life. The lecture room is
filled at every performance.
The scenes are of the every day sort, and their charm
Is due to this fact. Different pictures are thrown on the
screen at different hours of the day, and most of them
depict farm scenes. For example, a series of pictures
shows the methods of harvesting anaira, wnicn now oc
cuples 275,000 acres In Nebraska. The opening picture
shows a young man standing waist high in alfalfa. Succeeding moving picture show a procession of mowers cut.
ting down the zrd?. Then follows a series of moving
pictures which show how a phalenx of rakes gathers the
hay into long wimMws. The operation of stacking tne
alfalfa by weans of a big stacking wachina is pictured
also.

o

HE IS AT THE END
OF THE TRAIL

When out to bay a PIANO call and see onr Fine

assortment

OF
CORRESPONDENT
SPECIAL
SOME
GIVES
PAPER
THIS
POINTERS ABOUT EXPOSITION.
Special Correspondence.
Portland, Ore. July 2fi. Affer traveling ovpr the Oregon Short Line and
Salt Lake, road. t:averslng the Nevada. Utah ami Idaho deserts, your
correspondent hauled up at the end
of the "trail'' Monday Bight. It was
good to entt r the Snake river valley,
with Its green verdure, and tho valley
of the picturesque Columbia, after a
desert Turkish linth of two days. But
the ride though these valleys was
full pay for the roasting.
We find Portland dizzy with excite
ment. Every hotel In the city Is'
crowded and It cannot be said that
the rates have not been elevated for
the exalted occasion.
The exposition Is not a great fair.
It Is a sort of a 'birthday affair, being celebrated by the people of Ore
gon, Washington and Utah. The exh!b- its are decidedly native, excepting the
government exhibits, which aie the
most elaborate on the, exposition!
grounds. The fish hntchery and thei
means the government has in supply-- !
Ing fish to the
streams of
the United States, are most interest--

You are welcome to look,
In search of suggestions.

whether you intend to buy

now or are merely

LLARNARD & LIN DEMA NNf
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
EVERYTHING KNOWN IN MUSIC.
CATALOGUE FREE. Write for It.

ie mo WM L.

O. W.
STRONG'S SONS

--

o

UNDERTAKERS

to

Ing.

FAIRVIEW

The irrigation and desert reclama-- '
Hon exhibit of the government Is ex-- !

citing great attention. But we from:
New Mexico aie Jealous, when after a
careful search of the entire premises,
we find that our Elephant Butte dam!
proposition Is totally Ignored, when,'
on the o'her hand, eight different pro
jects from different parts of the arid
west are exploited by miniature topo-- i
graphical maps, with dam structures.
Hood gates, and
statistics covering
every project in detail. The Salt
river project Is attracting the greatest Attention.
Next to tho government exhibits.
the uregn building is most impressive. One Immense structure is
reared from pine logs and baik. The
height and breadth of these massive
trees excites one's admiration, and
impresses one with Oregon s great
Industry lumbering.
The salmon fishing of the Columbia river, where the best fish of the
kind are taken In great numbers every year, is another Industry of great
importance to Portland, especially.
The trap by which these fish are1
taken from the stream, may be seen
along the river as you traveise It, for,
fifty mitea on the Oregon Short
ine
and tills .sk'bt alone Is worth the trip
by that route.
An experienced eye would not see
the expositinn as being a success, although It a claimed that 2HI.mio people are visit ins; the grounds daily.
The trail is not crowded and the individual perfo. niers seem to have much
trouble Inveiginis the public Into their
booths. The flattering comments of
the paid press may bo taken with a
little salt.
The exposition is a big, little fair.
j
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NEW BANK

surest way to get money aheaa

I
to
buy all your Clothing, Shoes, Dry
Goods, Underwear, Enamelware, Tin- ware, crockery, and of course, your
Groceries, at our store. We are the
acknowledged low price store in the
whole city. A few prices will give you
an Inkling of our fine goods:
If you pay $3.50 for a so;. come
and look at ours at $2.50. If you pay
$4 for a shoe, come and Icok at ours
at $3. If you pay $5 for a
come
and look at ours at $3.03. If you pay
$6 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $4. All plainly marked; one price
to everybody. If you pay 35c or 40c
for your coffee, try oura at 25c. No
risk. Your money back If you want
it. If you pay 30c for coffee, try ours
for 20c. If you pay 75c or $1 for tea,
try ours, any kind Gunpowder, English Breakfast or Japan, at 50c. If
vou pay 60c for tea, try our
any
kind you want, at 40c. Remember,
we guarantee all our goods. Your
money back If you want It.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION,
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
Auto 'Phone, 592.
122 N. 8econd.
All goods delivered.
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Will not do you any good unless you
have some money to put in it. The
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handles any old thing. Call at
No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au- tomatlc 'phone 362. Bell 'phone
155 black.
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Some figures have Just been collected and published,
upon good authority, which ought to make all public-spiriteAmericans blush with shame.
In New Haven, Conn., one of the country's most prominent seats of learning, there are school teachers getting
only $300 a year, while the lowest pay given street sweep,
ers is $530.
Street sweeping is a worthy occupation, deserving of
i comfortable living. "Clean. iness," the world has long
iieen abmonlshed, "is next to godliness." But the street
sweeper requires no special talents or training. His
character need not be such as to exert an influence for
vjood mentadty and morals upon the rising generation. A
pull at the polls is the only qualification commonly required.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
That the street sweeper should be put above the
pay
school teacher on the
roll, In the shadow of one of WANTED A canvasser on salary and
the greatest colleges In the world, shows a strange incon.
commission. Address B, this office,
or call in person.
sistency in a people who make of education a fetich.
STRAYED OR STOLEN A medium
Unfortunately, New Haven does not stand alone.
size pacing bay horse. Hao. on horn
The figures show that Chicago, Washington, Coluni
saddle "and black bridle with tan
bus, Ga., and Meridan, Miss., are the only cities in the
reins. Reward if returned to 800
United States where the minimum pay of school teachers
Par kavenue.
is higher than the minimum pay of street sweepers.
On the way from town to .In.,
We do a lot of bragging about the common school
dian school a pocket book containing one silver dollar and other small
system of this country. We are very proud of our general
E"change, also a mess bill receipt,
education. We like to think and to say that our learning
signed by Etta West. Reward for
is Illuminating the remotest points of the earth.
leaving same at the Journal office. FOR
But there is not so much complacent satisfaction for
MOVING THE SICK OR INEster M. Dagenett.
,
people in the fact that these great results
JURED.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
have been brought about not turough our own liberality,
Prompt Service Day or Night. '
Fresh Cut Flowers.
but through the sacrifice and
of the thousands of noble men and women who glee their trained
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
FEE'S SUMMER TAFFY AT WAL
minds, their high character, their whole lives, to the up- TON'S DRUG 8TORE ONLY.
Colo. Phone, 75
Automatic, 147.
lifting of our children, and get but a bare pittance.
High talents and lori training are required to teach
school talentii and training that if applied In a more
selfish occupation would command rich returns.
The school teacher accepts a
that is unappreciated and wholly uncalled for.
The prosperous and
American people
ought to be ashamed to permit it.
There may be many reforms needed In this land, but
Cvu N "J
none that would more advance justice and Increase our
as a people than the elevation of the school
teachers above the level of street sweepers and the paying
of salaries commensurate with their high services.

A. SIMPIER,
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BARNETT
BUILDING

107 South Second St.
THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knowa her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light, I

M. BERGER
COPYRiaKT

114

EMPRESS."

Me ini & Eakin

West Copper Ave.

WHOLESALE

'

LIQUOR ANO CIGAR
DEALERS

Exclusive Acentfl for Ytdlnwatsuia
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A.
B. C. Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
distributors of the Alvarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated catalogue and
price list. Automatic Telephone 199. Salesroom HI South First Street,
Vpw Marion
A IVMiolierniiA
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THE BANK OF

STATEHOOD

COMMEKCE

CATECHISM
FOR ARIZONA

From St. John's

AMIS

Hrald

Are there persons in Arizona opposed to joint statehood? There are some.
Why are they opposed to Jointure? They say, "We
don't want It."
Who are "we?" The men with axes to grind.
What other reasons do they give for their opposition?
They say it will hurt Phoenix.
Do they use other arguments?
Oh, yes!
What are some of these arguments? They call Joint
statehood advocates "freaks, cranks, lunatics, idiots, ene
mies to the commonwealth," etc.
Do they think that such are arguments?
They evidently think so.
Where were those antis taught such? In Phoenix, it
is supposed.
What is l'hoenix? Phoenix is Arizona, according to
their version.
Are there persons In Arizoua favorablo to joint statehood? The woods are full of 'em.
Don't the antis deny this? Yes; this is another antl
argument.
Who are favorable to jointure? Those taxpayers who
have to pay to the uttormost farthing.
Who are antis? Oiliee holders, ollice seekers, taxdodg
ers, scoffers, some that are hoodsooed and a few that are
really sincere,
What is the chief objection to New Mexico by Arizona
antis? They say it is filled with d d Mexicans.
It is really thus? Not by a long shot.
What la the chief objection to Arizona by New Mex
ico antis? They say it is filled with d d Mormons.
Is that a fact? Not a little bit.
What then Is the true status of population? There
are many good people among all nationalities and creeds.
Why do the antis claim that all the Jointure
are dead? They de.
Then why don't they speak well of the dead? You
will have to ask an antl.
When and where did the antis hold the alleged funeral services over Joint statehood? On the 27th of May, A,
D. 11)05, in Phoenix.
Who were the undertakers? The chairmen of the re
publican aud the democratic territorial committees.
pall bearers? About 167
Who were the
Maricopa braves assisted by a few from outlying balll

There are now core than 330 different trades, professions and institutions that are directly operated by
nagovernments in some parts of the globe. Twenty-flvown their
tions own their own savings banks. Fifty-on- e
own their wick a.
own railroads, wholly or in part. Sixty-eigh- t
Who were tho mournerB? None were allowed to aptelegraph systems. Some nations have found it safe and
profitable to operate such enterprises as pawnshops, drug proach the sacred presence of the concealed and auspicstores, theaters, blast furnaoes, coal mines, factories, ho- ious looking corpse.
Had the grave been previously prepared? It had.
tel! and breweries. It is apparent, therefore, that while
o
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L rge new stock just in.
Everybody welcome to look through
our large three-floo- r
repository.

NCC INVITED

L. M. WOOTTON

R. L. WOOTTON

WOOTTON & WOOTTON
(Successors to L. R. Thompson)

Real Estate,

Loans and

Special Attention Given to Business and
Property and Its Management for

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our

I

AND

HARNESS

PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

Intrusted

We Solicit a portion of your business, twenty-fivIn thle line. Call and see us.

high-grad- e

...VEHICLES

City Residence
Owners.

First-clas- s

Our Motto:, "Close attention to all business
prompt returns."

KORBER

&

GO,

......123

SOUTH

Rentals
to us, and

years' experience

THIRD STREET

ALBUQUERQUE EVEN I NO CITIZEN.
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SUSPECTED OF BELEN
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PORTIERES

MAIL POUCH ROBBERY

Special Values

Frank A. HubbcII First With Officer Ben Williams Makes
d
a
Important Arrest in
Sheep.
Kansas City.

in Draperies...

Five-Legge-

BOOMING

AUTOMOBILE

DISPLAY CRIME WAS VERY WELL PLAN

riVK

ED

Partiers worth 3.25 for 2.50

Frank A. Hubbell, who has
Officer Ben Williams, chief of the
Just returned from his aheep ranches secret service of the western grand
H
5.00
4.00
year
Summery
In Socorro county, brought back with division of
when everything
mutt be
It'i getting to the time of the
the Sania Fe, and who only
him a freak, In the nature of a
put on the "retired list" eo far a thla atore la concerned; yet, two full
I
recently arrested Claude Doane, mur7.50
sheep." It la Mr. Hubbcll's in- derer and notorious
6.00
thief, has
wearing montha are ahead.
tention to place the sheep on exhibi- added another equallyhorse
Important
ca,
I
A better chance to buy Men's, Boya' and Chlldren'a Clothing, Hata and
tion at the Btock exhibit at the ter- ture to his already long list.
10.00
7.50
ritorial fair.
Haberdashery for lets than actual value
On Saturday last at Kansas City,
The animal has four fully developed Mo.. Williams ran down
William S.
legs, and In addition, a fifth leg. Iewis. whom
. NEVER PRESENTED ITSELF.
he had been trailing for
grows
left
which
shoulder,
the
from
weeks, on upicton that he
Our Sultt, Top Coats, Trousers, Hats and Furnishings must vacate.
and almost reaches the ground. The several
Is guilty of the robbery of a United
We don't want a vestige of Spring or 8ummer stock when we open the
animal Is very healthy and as active States mall
pounch at Belen a mcMh
as the average four legged sheep. It ago,
Fall campaign and we won't have If we can help It.
when a package contalnlns $2,000
It needless to say tTiat It will prove a
LOOK AT MY WINDOW AND CIRCULAR.
was stolen.
great curiosity at the fair.
Can you afford to miss a sale, where the prices touch your purse so
Immediately after the officer arrestBut this is not all Mr, Hubbell bus
gently?
for the fair. He tella of another ed the man, he boarded a train for Ala.
last night
freak. This one Is a cross between buquerque and arrived
an Angora goat and a high grade on No. 1, with his prisoner. After ar
sheep. The animal In every way re riving here Williams took Lewis to
sembles a sheep, but In place of wool, the county Jail where he is now con
Its coat Is of the finest quality of An fined.
The date of his preliminary bearing
gora hair.
Some fine fleeces fiom the Hubbell has not been set, but It will take place
I .i.ii.i
sTieep will also form a part of the within a few days.
305 Railroad Avcrrae.
Robbery was Planned Beforehand
fleece exhibit.
The capture of Lewis will probably
Automobile Display Assured.
result in developments of a
J. H. O'Rlelly returned last night al character. The robbery ofsensation
the mall
from a trip to Santa Fe, Las Vegas pouch at Belen, Is beleved
to have
points.
and
other
While been only the beginning of a series of
O away Mr. Onorthern
Rielly started the boom hold-upbank robberies, which
for an automobile display as one of had been and
YOU OUGHT TO TRY THE HIGH
planned by a well organ
way
fair,
the features of the
and the
Ized gang of which Lewis Is supposed
GRADE PLUMBING WORK WE DO.
Interested parties have taken hold of to be a member
and perhaps the ring
it has already assured it aa one of leaner.
TO PAY US A FAIR PRICE FOR A
the main exhibits.
officers are now lending every
GOOD JOB,
WILL 8 AVE YOU
Governor Otero, Secretary Ray aidThe
who Is determined to
nolds, Dr. J. M. Diaz, and oiners from put to Williams,
MONEY
IN
END, AS WELL AS
THE
gang
the
the bars before
A C. B1LICKC
JNO. S. MITCHELL
Santa Fe, will be here. In addition, ho quits and behind
his past record In the
FUTURE
REGRET.
Denver
City
Kansas
and
automobile
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
firms are negotiating with Secretary line of running to earth outlaws,
STOCK
WOOL
MONET - METAL
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
CENTRAL LOCATION.
Selleis for space for an exhibit for leaves little doubt but that he will be
awn
Splendid Restaurant
Reasonable Prices
a number of their machines, which successful. With the capture of Lewis
begins to look us though the automo- In Kansas City Saturday, he Is supSATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Closing quotatlona Received by Levy bile display would ,be one of the most posed to have secured the key to the
on the
New Mexicans and Arlzonl ana spending the aummer
132 WEST SILVER A VENUS
whole business.
attractive at the fair.
Bios., Correspondents for Logan
Gentleparlors
our
Ladles'
and
beaches are welcome to the use .of
Is
a
Lewis
Bad
Man.
Bryan.
&
Building.
Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
Harnett
Meet
your
rooma.
friends there. Information and
men's waiting
Everybody Boosting for the Fair.
The past record or Iewls In the
writing materials free. Ladles. and children welcome.
The twenty-fiftWith
Telephone, No. 78 Red.
New
Colorado
annual
present case. Is anything but favorable
Amalgamated Copper
84 Vt Mexico fair only
excursion
and
All Depot ears atop at the H ollenbecK. Electric
a few weeks off, the to him. His home is said to be in
143
Sugar
paaa
American
beach care
the door.
time for boosting for the fair hae ar Toledo, Ohio, where early In life he
zxxxzx
87
Atchison, common
rived. The slogan, "Get on the trail went wrong. He has been
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS
114
Baltimore & Ohio
that
to Albuquerque," 1b now In many eastern cities on thearrested
leads
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
69
the byword, and the way things have of being a hold up and safe charge
46
cracker.
Colorado Fuel & Inn
out give piomlse that the Just previous to the Belen robbery,
started
he
Colorado Southern, common
29V4 comiiu tair will be
record-breake- r
a
was around Belen for several weeks
Colorado Southern, first
604 in point of attendance, exhibits, etc.
A
and his disappearance Immediately af39
Colorado Southern, second
terwards led to his suspicion.
Chicago, Great western, common 20
D
Room IS. N. T. Armiio Rnlldind Since then and up to a week ago
C. & O...
54(4 CONFIDENCE MAN IS
ai
jr
his whereabouts were unknown, al- 46
Erie, common
HELD TO GRAND JURY mougti Officer Williams had been
Erie, first
84
i
n
searching for him. He finally located
uo you realize mat you can get r
Louisville & Nashville
145V4
him
in
100
City
Kansas
Missouri Pacific
and
bis
arrest
CROOK
WHO
ROBBED
UNSUSMODERN Telephone Service today. Tor
Metropolitan
128V4
PECTING INDIAN HOY, PROBA- followed. The trick was turned so
nicely,
Mexican Central
23
even
that
Kansas
pa
the
City
BLY DOOMED TO THE
what you are paying for inferior
pers failed to get hold of the arrest.
New York Central
146
'
Reading, common
105
The Robbery Well Remembered.
service.
IS AN OLD SAYING, MEANPennsylvania
142
robbery
The
Is
In
fresh
still
Math Herman, the confidence men
the
Rock Island, common
31
charged with robbing Joseph Man- mlndg of Albuquerqueans.
A little
ING THAT YOU GET THE
The only Long Distance TransRepublic Iron & Steel, common. . 21
over
ago
a
a
month
pouch
mail
uel, the Indian boy, the particulars of
sent
mitters
and Receivers; Wall or
Southern Pacific
65
from
city
this
to
EXACT EQUIVALENT
Belen,
in
which were published in The Evening
which was
St. Paul
180
reputation. It Is alleged that he Is a package containing $2,000 In curDesk Sets; Long time contracts as
Southern Railway
rency consigned to the Belen bank
33
t '
Umlnaiy hearing.
you wish; Lowest rates.
,'
T. C. & 1
90
For what you give. If you will get our estimate on your electrical
He waived examination and was from the First National bank In this
,
;
Texas
.
..
Pacific
34
.
city.
was
npen
to
a
cut
secure
opportunity
double
you
held
lying
give
ample
to await the actlowof the grand
on the
while
work, we will
Union Pacific, common
;.131
Jury, In
sum of $500 bond. He station platform at Belen and the val- DUTCH TREAT.
U. S. S., common
.. . 35 failed to the
package
uable
furnish the bond, and aa a
extracted. So neat was
U. S. 8., pfd.
MOTORS AND DYNAMOS FOR EVERY PURPOSE CARRIED IN
103
consequence is languishing in the the Job done, that at first the officers
O. & W.
8TOCK.
63
county Jail.
were entirely at aea.' Finally the robHerman is origloaJly from Newport, bery wag almost forgotten, but the ar
Let us supply you with fans before the hot weather begins,
Kansas City Live Stock.
Ky., where It la said he bears a bad rest or a suspect has again started
Fixturea and House Wiring a specialty.
Kansas City, Mo., July 31. Cattle
reputation.
It is alledeg that he is people to talking about It and all are
Receipts, 9,000, Including 3.500 south- an old criminal
PUMPING PLANTS OF ALL SIZES FOR IMMEDIATE
lias been In trou in hopes that Williams has succeeded
erns; market steady to strong; na- ble before. His and
We give on our laundry work?
looks seem to corrob in getting the right man.
Try it and see how
tive steers, $4 6.50; southern steers, orate these stories, as he has a mean
If other captures made by Williams
$2.504.50; southern cows, $23.25; race and looks the na.it of a hardened have anything to do with this ease It
durable
Is.
Notice
it
how long It keeps its finish.
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
native cows and helfeis, $22.60; criminal.
Is a pretty well known fact that the
stockers and feeders, $2.504.25;
We
turn
out
Manuel
yesterday
left
white
linen,
for his home Santa Fe detective has the right man.
as snow and free from all
9. Pnnctriiflfinn Pn
216 South
Cniithmnrtnrn Clnrtrin Ob
bulls, $23.50; calves, $3.506; west- at Gila Crossing, Ariz.
UUIIOII UbllUII
UU., Second
he left
OUUIIinCdIGIII LIGulllli
ern steers, $3.505; western cows, $2 he stated that he wouldBefore
St.
LEAKY ROOFS.
specks or wrinkles.
be on hand
&i.
at the trial and appear against HerSheep Receipts, 4,000; market 5c man.
Eureka Roof Paint manufactured by
Special Officer T. Whitley of
to 10c higher;
muttons,
$405.15; the Santa Fe, who captured Herman the Albuquerque Paint Works. Prerange
lambs. $56.25:
wethers, $3.50 and brought him to the city, also lett serves metal and shingle roors. Will
& 5; fed ewes, $3.76(g4.
last for five years. Address, John
yesterday for Flagstaff.
manager, Albuquerque.
Attorney E. W. IXibson, local coun
"RED WAGONS"
Chicago
Live
Stock.
WHO WANT THE BEST DRUGS ARE INTERESTED
sel for the Santa Fe, will conduct the One Dollar
IN
Saved Represents Ten
Chicago,
July
31.
Cattle Receipts, prosecution. It is said that the evi
READING OUR ADVERTISEMENTS, AS THESE ADS ARE ONLY
Dollar Earned.
5,000; market steady; good to prime dence against
INTENDED TO CALL ATTENTION TO ALL THAT IS BEST IN
prisoner la concluThe average man dot-- not save to exsteers, $3.505.9t); poor to medium, sive and that the
DRUG STORE MERCHANDISE.
little
v
there
'is
auestlon
ceed ten per cent of his earnings.
He
$3.50if4.50; stockers
and feeders, of bis guilt.
mimt spend nine dollars In living
$2.50fi3.80; cows. $2.404.50; heif
for every dollar saved. This being the case, he cannot ba too careful
ers. $3.50(5 4.25; canners, $1.252.40;
about unnecessary expenaea. Very often
THE BLOW FLY
bulls, $23.90; calves, $3.507.
a few cents properly Invested, like buy-InSheep Receipts, 5,000; market was
seeds for his garden, will wive sevsteady to etrong. Good to choice TWO PERSONS AFFLICTED WITH eral dollars outlay later on. It la the
same In buying Chamberlain's Chollo,
wethers, $4.50 4.75; wyestern sheep,
SCREW WORMS THIS WEEK Cholera and Diarrhoea Kemedy. It
tmt 9TREKT and GOLD AVtc'.
BOTHTHONKB
$4.254."5; native lambs, $4.60&7;
FROM THIS INSECT.
costs but a few cents, and a bottle of It
In the house often naves a doctor's bill
SHERMAN WILLIAMS
western lambs, $5. 5007.10.
BUILDING fAPER-Alwa- ys
PAINT Cover more,
There seems to bo almost an epi- of several dollars. For sale by all
In stock. Piaster,
look bett, wear longProvisions.
demic of affliction from that pestller
Lime, Cement, Paint,
most economical,
Chicago, July 31. Closing pricta: ous insect known as the blow fly. A pleaaant surprise party may be
est.
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
full measure.
Wheat July, 84; Sept., S0.
Many pel sons In various parts of Ari- given to your stomach and liver by
MID-SUMM- ER
taking a medicine which will relieve
Com July,
Sept., 51.
zona have been most seriously afflict- their
pain and discomfort, vis: Dr.
ANO
COAL
riRST
tTREIT
AVK.
ALBUQUKHQUK. N. M.
Oats July, 27; Sept.,
ed by it, and several deaths have oc- King's New I.lfe Pills. They are a most
wonderful remedy, affording sure relief
Poik July, $13.55; Sept., $13.45.
curred.
cure for headache, dlszlneaa and
Lard July, $7.27; Sept., $7.35.
It If the same fly that when it and
constipation.
iLc at all druggists.
Ribs
July,
$8.05;
finds
a
Sept.,
any
horse
or
a
animal with
$S.12.
On our entire line of high grade
SUMMER
NOVELTY
WOOLOUR COAL YARD
or
a
raw
upon
place
cut
It,
that It
ENS. These price reductions are In effect for thirty days only:
Lead and Copper.
Is chock full of coal that will gladden
once beeks to soro spot
All $30 Suits Reduced to
$25
New York, July 31. Leud, steady, its etiK.s. These eggs soonand deposits
Take nutmeg; one is not as
your heart and warm your house
batch, proAll $35 Suits Reduced to
$30
copper, firm,
$4.5nra.4.tiu;
Vo.WU
ducing a kind of maggot, called the good
when lta cold. Fill your bine for
All $40 Suits Reduced to..
,
$35
as
another. Schilling's
15.uu.
screw worm. These are hatched In
next winter now and avoid the rush.
All $45 Suits Reduced to
$10
great abundance and soon eat away Best, in nutmeg, is
LOOK
.. .
TROUSERS.
ground fine
PREPARING FOR BIG
the tissue and cause a festering of
All $10 Pants Reduced to
$8
:
American Block coal, the best Gallup
COAL
STRIKE
fron
difficult
flesh
the
beat
point
nuts
of
to
grind
the
attack,
and
All $12 Pants Reduced to
$10
mined. Cerrillou Lump, the standard
less
All $14 Pants Reduced to
$10
heating coal. All glzea of hard coaJ- jiuHuurg, to.., July 31. That war death.speedily checked, will produce cause full of oil; the oil is their
will be declared between the United
Two cases have oceuried In OIle, virtue. There are dry
WOOD
Mine Workers of America and the an Ariz.,
nuts;
of lute, one of which was that
Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Green
thracite coal operators at the explra of Johen
Mullen at the hospital. One there are wormy nuts. We are
Mill wood. 12.00 full load.
tion on April 1 next, of the present of these flies
had gotten into his nosEureka White Lime.
tbree-yea- r
working agreement, U tear- - trils and had deposited Its
no
more
careful in nutmegs
eggs. He
ed by the former and at least anti- was treated by Dr. Maisch,
HAHN'S
COAL YARD.
but
the
than
all through.
cipated by the operators. John Mit- worm had gotten too much headway
Auto Phone. 416.
Colo. Phone, 45.
chell's speeches in his
camand after a two weeks' battle with
Your
grocer's; money back.
paign in the coal regions daily grow mem they killed their victim.
Citizen ails bring results.
more fervid and pointed, and are hav
The other case was treated by Dr.
ing at least one desired result that wigntman, and having an earlier
DHAliER IN
of winning back to the mine workers' c hance at the worms he succeeded in
organization the fiuudreda who drop-;ie- oaniiK ins paiteui.
REDUCED PRICES
iuib case was
1
out after the declaration of three that of Mrs. Worden, from the Sleira
on Dental Work. Plates, $3.00;
years' peace. Hi smore recent ad- AnchHs.
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
Fillings,
Groceries, Clgare and Tobacco, an
dresses have taken the form of flat
These Hies set Into the nose while
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted with,
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
warnings to the toilers that their wel- a person is asleep, and lay their eggs,
out pain, 60c. All guaranteed.
No. 100 North Broadway.
1
may
depend alto- which soon hatch a horde of srew
fare after April
r
gether upon their preparaUoua at this worms, and unless Immediate relief
Corner Washington Avenue.
is had death surely follows.
time.
Albuquerque,
New kfexlee
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TYPEWRITERS. ,
Boom 12, N. T. Armiio Mdg.
STAGE LINE "AMERICA'S SUMMER RESORTS," this accumulating of large quantities
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
"THE ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS
$45.00
No. 2, SMITH PREMIER
No. 3 of the New York Central's of coal preparations for a long siege, AND HOW HO REACH THEM." No.
"Four-Trac60.00
No risk la taken when you place No. 2, SMITH PREMIER
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DRUGGISTS.
L. W. LeBaron hat resigned his
IMPORTED MUNCHENER HOP as was afforded In 1902, when no prepThese machines are all In good con Boardlng Horses a Specialty
aa superintendent of the Albu- BRAW BEER ON DRAUGHT AT THE aration bad been made against the York.
Free delivery In the city. Mall org dition and are bargains at those fig
querque Cas company. He Is succeed- WHITE ELEPHANT. IF YOU WANT Invasion of the bard coal
Subscribo for The Citizen and get era sent cut the same day they arc . e-- ures.
market by
GEO. S. RAMSEY .
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
ed by B. 1 Johnson of this city.
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Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
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Published Dally and Weekly.
The Citizen Publishing Company.
postomce for transmis. Entered at
sion through the malls as second class
By

matter.

UNl0rUBEL
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
.Associated Press, Afternoon Dispatches,
Circulation.
feariest City and County Circulation,
The Largest New Mexico
Circulation.
targ-es- t
Arizona
Northern

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally by mall, 1 year In advance $5.00
.60
Daily by mail, one month
$0
Dally by carrier, one month
20
Dally by carrier, one week
J.OO
"Weeklv br mall, one year
The Evenin Citizen will be dellv.
red in the city at the low rate of 20
cents per week, or for 0 cents per
month wherspaid monthly.
Rates for Advertising can be bad on
application.
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The purposes for which this company
was formed are to erect a gas plant;
to manufacture, prepare, buy, sell,
deal in, handle and ship gas, coal,
thereof;
coke, tar and the
to do a general merchandise business;
to do a general real estate business;
and In general to do any and all
things usually done by a corporation
of this nature. The capital stock Is
$75,000, divided into 750 shares at $100
each. The term of existence is 49
years,' and the principal place of busi
ness is Raton, with Thomas B. Hart
named as agent. The number of directors shall be three, and those who
will manage the business of the com
pany for the first three months are
the incorporators.
Dollar Saved Represents Ten
Dollars Earned.
The averaee man does "not save to ex
ceed ten per cent of his earnings. - He
must spend nine dollars in living- expenses for every dollar saved. This be-ithe case, he cannot be too careful
about unnecessary expenses. Very oftens;
a few cents properly invested, ime nuy-1nseeds for his garden, will save several dollars outlay later on. It Is the
same in buvlns Chamberlain's Chollc,
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
It
Cholera
costs but a few cents, and a bottle of It
In the house often saves a doctor's bill
of several dollars. For sale by all
One

69J

Odds and Ends of

HOSIERY

Dep't

Ready-to-We- ar

49
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$2-4$4-4-

$3.50 White
$5.50 White
$6.50 White
$5.50 White
$8.50 White
$15.00 Silk

Linen Skirts, for $2-4Linen Swlrts, for $3-4Linen Skirts, for $3.Q8
Linen Skirts, for $3.48
Linene Suits, for $5-9Shirtwaist Suits.. $9-98

8

5

Numerous odd pieces in women's and misses' garments
Come, take advantage of these rare offerings.

at unusually

low prices.

New Mexico Towns
SANTA

From the New Mexican.
Mrs. O. C. Watson, who has been
seriously ill at her home, 204 Chapelle
street, is slowly improving.
Otto Franz, after several days of enjoyment in the capital, has returned
to his home in Lamar, Colo. Mrs.
Franz and children have remained as
guests at the Palace.
The ruins or the old warehouse on
the Fort Marcy addition, which was
burned Sunday night, should be torn
down and removed. The half charred
walls are unsightly.
Frank P. Sturges, A. J. Fischer, John
Dendhal, Frank
Andrews, Thomas
Conroy and Clay Patterson will constitute a party of fishermen who will
leave on Thursday, August 3, for the
Rio Pueblo In southern Taos county
The party will be gone two weeks.
Surveyor General M. O. Llewellyn,
who returned from a visit to Las
Cruces, says that the past week has
been, one continual downpour of rain
in that section. The roads have become very muddy and farmers are
afraid there will be too much water.
R. M. Stephens returned to the city
Friday from the vicinity ef the Cash
Entry mining claims in Santa Fe
county, where he has been working
with a surveying par'.y. He carries
with him a badly disfigured face, the
result of a fall down the Bide of a
steep hill. While setting stakes he
was suddenly overcome by an attack
of vertigo.

Fsom the Chieftain.
Miss Lena Griffin has been the
guest of Miss May Babcock in Kelly,
since Wednesday.
Mrs. P. H. Kamm left for Monte
Rosa, Colo., where she will remain
indefinitely.
Mrs. M. G. Armljo. and son Frank,
of Albuquerque, are the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Abeytla of this city,
Clyde Stauder left for Chama
to
visit his mother, whom he bad not
seen for five years before, in their
Missouri home.
P. N. Yunker has opened a saloon on
the first corner west of the Winsor
hotel site. The burning of the hotel
kept Mr. Yunker out of business
scarcely twenty-fou- r
hours.
E. A. Clemens stopped in Socorro
a short time on his way from Mag
dalena to San Marcial. It is reportClemens has sold his
ed that Mr.
stock of "horses and will now Invest
in sheep.
Mrs. W. I. Liles returned to her
home in this city Saturday from Min
eral Wells, Texas where she had
been for some time with her husband
for his health. Mr. Liles Is still in
Mineral Wells and his health is so
much improved that he is able to
walk about a good deal.
Baca, Leandro
Messrs. Eetevan
Baca, Abran Abeyta and E. S. Staple-tohave bought G. Biravaschi's bar
fixtures and furniture in the Antonio
Abeyta block on the east side of the
plaza, and will open a saloon, a shoit
order restaurant and a rooming house
there on the first of August. The
purchasers went up to Albuquerque
Thursday to lay In a stock of goods,
and to make some other business arrangements connected with the purchase. It is understood that the price
paid was $1,300.

Subscribers will confer a favor by
-- o
notiDylng us Immediately ol any non- SANTA FE MACHNISTS
delivery of the paper.
HEAR WILD RUMORS.
All letters and remittances should
The machinists who are working in
be addressed to The Citizen Fumisn the Santa Fe shops at Topeka have
tng Company. Drafts, checks and post an Idea that they will either be taken
office and express money orders must away from Topeka or discharged albe made payable to the or&tt oS tit together some time before August 15.
company.
The men are all strike breakers, who
OUR TELEPHONES:
the places of the striking ma
Bell. 15 took
Automatic, 183.
chinists over a year ago. One man,
who was more talkative than the
rest, stated in a crowd that the strnte
OFFICIAL MATTERS
breakers understood that their serv
Ices would not be needed after An
Found a Curs for Dyspepsia.
CLASSIFICA
gust 15.
PUBLIC
NOTARIES
COM
NEW
COUNTIES
TION OF
Canada, who has suffered Quit
"WHERE HEALTH AND PLEAS- Ontario,
PANIES ORGANIZED.
a number of years from dywpepwa and
URE WAIT," No. 2 of the New York
In th stomach, was advtM
pains
Series," is one Sreat druggist to take Chamberlain's
The following notaries public have Central's "Four-TracStomach
Tablets. Bb did se
and
by
of
Otero
most
Governor
the
beautiful books of Its and says, "I Liver
been appointed
they ha
find
done
It will give you me a great deal ofthat
"W. R. Lyon, Albuquerque, Bernalillo kind ever printed.
good. I have ever
any
suffering
an
of
mains
charming
had
a
places
since
Lunas,
I
idea
of
Los
bona
lot
county; Simon Neustadt,
It troubled with OapeMOa at
Valencia county; Eugene McElroy, easily reached. For a copy, send a them."
Indigestion why not take these Tablets,
LAS CRUCES
t
stamp
to
George
Daniels,
county;
A.
Miguel
N.
H.
get well and stay well I For sale by Ul
Las Vegas, San
Passenger
CenGeneral
Agent,
county.
Grand
aeaiers.
Field, Burley, Socorro
From the Republican.
tral station, New York.
Counties Classified.
Attorney Horton Moore and family
60,
Chapter
Under the provlslions of
LAS VEGAS
have returned
from El Paso. Mr.
session laws of 1906, Traveling Audi THE PHELPS DODGE PEOPLE
Moore is greatly improved in health.
BUILD NEW OVENS.
tor Charles V. Salford has classified
Mrs. K. I Powell expects to leave
From the Optic.
and certified to the proper officials,
A Trinidad dispatch Bays: As the
The San Miguel National bank has In a few days upon a trip to the sea
the counties of the territory as fol- result
of a vIbR from an agent of instituted suit against Palemon Orltz, shore in California, where she will
lows: Class A Bernalillo, Chaves,
Phelps-Dodgsyndicate, which op-- Pedro A. Pacheco and Luciano Ara-go- visit her sister.
Colfax and San Miguel counties; class the
erates in New Mexico, it develops
G. W. Beard, having sold his inof Mora county, on a promissory
B Grant county; class C Doua Ana,
the company, whish does bus! note for $050, secured by a chattel terest in the Rid Gr'ande Republican,
Union. Eddy and Socorro counties; that
expects to leave In a few days for his
ness under the name of the Dodge mortgage on forty-eigh- t
head of
class D Luna, Lincoln, Otero, Sierra,
Fuel company, proposes to put DawNebraska home. A. J. Papen has
Sana Ke and Valencia; class E Guad-alup- son, N. M., on a level with the other
O. Rurch, the mail carrier, who been employed as manager of the
McKlnley, Mora, Quay. Rio Ar- great mlniug camps of the southwest hasE. been
on an outing trip to the paper.
riba, Roosevelt, Sandoval, San Juan,
Reymond, the oldest son of Mr. and
The agent was here to secure men Beulah vicinity, has returned to the
Taos and Torrance.
to help build 750 new coke ovens, now city, accompanied by his wife and sis Mrs. George W. Frenger, has recently
Articles of Incorporation.
under way theie. There are already ter, Miss Alice Hope, of Jefferson developed tuberculosis, and he and
The following articles of incorpora 125 In operation, and the addition of City. Mo. Mr. Burch claims the dis- his mother have left for California,
tion have been n.ea in wb umw ui - the new oneg lg aue to the aeclBlon of tinction of having killed a bob-caas where they will spend some time in
W. Raynolds. secretary of the terrl- ,he conlpany to produce its own coke well as of having caught the biggest the interior of the state. The doc
tory:
great
for its
smelters at Morenel and string of fish yet recorded In nrint. tor expresses
the hope that the
Home Improvement Company, ine iini,.!.. Ari, it in mpan a hpw though he Is reticent about the actual change, may result in a complete res
incorporators are William D. Murray, increase in the output from the mine. number landed by himself and party. toration to health.
John L. Burnsiile and Harrlette C. There are four openings at Dawson.
I.ouia Metsker, government
Mrs. K. L. Powell, stenographer at
live
Burnslde, all of Silver City. The pur-- employing 5u0 men, but they have stock Inspector, Is here from Albu- the lirown Realty company, has reposes for which this corporation was not heen developed up to their fullest querque on business with the cattle turned from a very pleasant visit to
sanitary office. The gentleman says ft lends in Deming.
formed are to buy, sell, bold, convey, capacity,
mortgage and deal generally in real
that fat cattle, fat sheep and fat
The Dona Ana county fair should
property; to erect, buy, sell, and deal
"THE ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS horses are to be seen on every range not be forgotten, as it will be a great
operate
and
buy,
In
buildings;
sell,
New
to
Mexico and that general stock benetlt to the Mesilla valley. Its orIn
AND IIOW HO REACH THEM," No.
maintain office buildings and hotels; 2o of the New York Central's "Four-t- conditions were never better.
The ganization should be commenced ' at
buy, sell, and deal generally in Track Series," has a large map of the efforts, to stamp out all manner of In- once.
building materials; to buy, sell, own Adirondack Mountains and adjacent fection have been quite successful,
Hon. E. E. Day, who is having his
and deal in ail kinds of chattels and territory, with a complete list of the and New Mexico stock, as a rule, are eyes treated at the Providence hospital, El Paso, came up Wednesday
personal property; to.borrow and lend hotels, camps, lakes, rivers, etc This healthy as well as fat.
money. The capital stock is $25,000, s jU8t the folder you want if you are
j teiegram irom unler jiiHtlce Mills night on a visit to bis family and redivided into 250 shares at $100 each, contemplating a trip to the mountains. to his wife, brosgst t?o Information turned Thursday morning. Mr. Day's
The term of existence is fifty years, yor a C4)py genj a two cent stamp to that their son Wilson, who was eyes are getting stronger, and prob
and the principal place of business is George H. Daniels, General Passenger wounded In the shoulder while at tar ably under the present mode of treatSilver City, with John L. Burnslde Agent, Grand Central Station, New get practice recently, had developed ment will get well.
a rase of pleurisy. The Judge was on
The farmers in the valley are again
named as resident agent. The number York.
o
his way home and was recalled to encouraged by having a good supply
of directors shall be three, and those
surprise party may be Maine by a dispatch. Mrs. Mills was of water in their ditches to secure
who will manage the business of the A pleasant
to your stomach and liver by
It was feared
company for the first three months riven
taklllg a medlclue which will relieve advised onto be ready to leave for their crops this season.gardens,
alfalfa,
short notice, If it should be that the orchards,
are the incorporators.
their pain and discomfort, vis: Dr. Maine
New Life Pill. They are a most thought the boy was in any danger. and other crops would suffer for lack
Raton Gas Company. The lncorpc- - Kins
remedy,
relief
the people of I.as Vegas hope that of water, but the ditches running full
rators are Thomas B. Han, John Mor- - wonderful
fiin.M ud All
d cur. for niian..
reassuring news will be received.
have removed this fear.
row and Jeremiah Leahy, all of Raton, constipation. Ko at all drugg-Una- ,
k
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Teeth Extracted
Without Pain

SOCORRO
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Lotf

Odds and Ends In Hosiery.
Odds and Ends In Gloves.
Odds and Ends in Belts.
Odds and Ends In Corsets,
Odds and Ends In Corset Waists.
Odds and Ends In Parasols.
Odds and Ends in Umbrellas.
Odds and Ends In Neckwear.
Odds and Ends In Muslin Wear.
Odds and Ends in Knit Underwear.
Odds and Ends In Shirt Waists.
Odds and Ends In Linen Suits.
Odds and Ends In Silk Suits.
Odds and Ends In Silk Petticoats.
Odds and Ends in Wrappers.
Odds and Ends In Kimonos.
Odds and Ends In Walking Skirts
Odds and Ends In Lace Curtains.
Odds and Ends In Portieres.
Odds and Ends In Comforters.
Odds and Ends In Blankets.
Odds and Ends In Table Covers.
Odds and Ends In Couch Covers.

Hundreds of odd pieces In Women's Wearing Apparel, that must be
gotten out of the way before fall goods make their appearance.
You'll be delighted with the prices, for the goods are certalniy far below what they were Intended to sell for. Vigorous price cutting must acThus you will buy this week:
complish a thorough clean-up- .

49
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every article at sight. It was a most phenomenal clearance sale, and we
intend that this final clearance shall be even more sensational from a bargain
standpoint. We want to make every day of this week a busy one. Every
counter in this store will be a bargain counter. You are the loeer if you do
not avail yourself of the opportunities we offer duripg REMNANT WEEK.

$1.00 Lawn Wrappers, for
$1.25 Lawn Wrappers, for
$1.00 Wash Petticoats, for
$1.00 Children' Dresses, for
$5.00 Wash Suits, for
$10.00 Mohair Suits, for

tj
f".Yl
YnSJLmL't

Interesting Bargains

T

Remnants of Silks.
Remnants of Velvets.
Remnants of Dress Goods.
Remnants of Linings.
Remnants of Table Linens.
Remnants of Towlings.'
Remnants of White Goods.
Remnants of Wash Goods.
Remnants of Ginghams.
Remnants of Madrasses.
Remnants of Flannelettes.
Remnants of Calicoes.
Remnants of Coverts.
Remnants of Denims,
Remnants of Silollnes.
Remnants of Laces.
Remnants of Embroideries
Remnants of Allovers.
Remnants of Veilings.
Remnants of Muslins.
'
Remnants of Sheetings.
Remnants of Outing Flannels,
Remnants of Ribbons.

EVENING CITIZEN

Millinery again
reduced
for
final clearance. The remainder of
our stock at prices way below The
original cost

HIS week is given over to REMNANTS and ODDS and ENDS of all
descriptions. Tis that important event which always follows our
clearance sales, and the announcement of which is of great interest to the
women of Albuquerque. During our big clearance sale great quantities of
odds and endsj small lots, odd pieces and remnants were overlooked. These
have all been collected together and prices placed upon them that will sell

Wonderful Bargains in the

1

I
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Iem

JSHS,

Lots

Hats-Remn- ants

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

Week of

Snappy Bay gams

ECONOMIST

Th

Linen Remnants

50c
A

Full Set of Teeth

Examination Free

a.oo

Bffo

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

$6.00
for

Gold

22-Kar- at

R F0 Copp

Crown
Dr. Wolfe, of Kansas City, will be
additional chair
An
in assistance.
will be added to the office.

$1.00
and

Upward

for

Fillings

ROOM 12 N. T. ARMIJO BUILDINO

TWENTY FIFTH NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR
ALBUQUERQUE

n

SEPTEMBER 18, 19. 20, 21, 22, 23
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purses and Prizes

Horse Racing, Broncho Busting, Indian Dances and Sports
WONDERFUL TROTTING OSTRICH

two-cen-
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GRAND
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PARADE
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every day in 2 30 or
tro heats
Hitched to a road wagon. WxJU0
U. S Cavalry Drills
Show.
Stock
Live
Grand
by
a
horse.
better paced
Exhibit.
Fruit
Exhibit.
Fleece
Montezuma Ball.
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
and
$1500 in Purses. Open to New Mexico, Arizona, Trinidad, Colo,
El Paso, Texas, Teams.
.

FIRST ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Expert riding and driving by Ladies' and Gentlemen on track in front
of Grand Stand.

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS

W. H. GREER, President

D. K. B. SELLERS, Secretary

r

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

MONDAY, JULY J1, 1905.
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...By. .
Stuart Maclean

"BOBBY"

one run. In this Inning Cosgrove,
Kuni and Pettus were retired one,
two, three. The fans were a little bit
anxious, but they were noUkept In
this mood long, as In the first half of
the second, Gallciroa steadied down
and although the bases were full at
one time, the Drowns retired the visitors without allowing them to score.
It was In the last half of the second
that the fireworks began. Neher and
French earTi hit safe. With Neher on
second and French on first, Ortls
placed a pretty
r
between
center and right field. Before
Vegas recovered and retired the Browns,
the home team bad three scores to Its
credit.
The Blues took a brace In the third
inning and hit Oallegos for several
two-bage-

t.s

I'd like to be a fine base;
bet you that's a dandy place!

I

just stand still and' catch tbe ball,
An' throw It back, again, that's all,
An' laugh right in the feller's face,
'Cause that's the way to play first
You

SATURDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
At St. Louis
St. Louis
At Cincinnati
Cincinnati
New York
At Pittsburg

0
3

R.
13
0

Brooklyn
At Chicago
Chicago
Philadelphia

2

6
9

1
2

2

0
3
0

LOCAL

American League.
At Boston
S. Lou's
v
Boston
At Washington
Washington
Detroit
At New York
Cleveland
New York
Second game
Cleveland
New York
At Philadelphia
Chicago
Philadelphia ,

FANS

ARE

VERY

HAPPY

R. H. E.
8 14
6 7

1

Saturday

1

R. H. E.

Albuquerque, 8; Las

6.

- Sunday

Albuquerque, 14; Las Ve- j
gas, 5.
The much talked of reorganized Las
H.E. Vegas Blues failed to make good in
0 6 1
either Saturday or Sunday's games
7 12 2
and were easy marks for the Browns, i
R. H.E. The defeat
by the
administered
9 12 2 Browns yesterday
was especially hu- 10 15 3
as at no stage of
game
R. H. E. did the visitors have even sothe
as
much
1
9
6
1

6

0
R.

6

2

8

2
0

3

a

look-i-

n

The Game Sunday.
For the first three Innings yesterWestern League.
day the game was quite Interesting,
R. H. E. being full of sensational plays
At St. Joseph
In
11 11 1
Omaha
which Second Baseman Kunz was the
0 6 7 bright
St. Joseph
and shining star. He was alR. H. E. ways ready and nothing was too
At Sioux City
hard
1 3 0 for
Sioux City
him to make a try for. In the third
1 3 0 Inning
Sioux City
when he pulled down a high
2 7 0
Pueblo
liner and prevented
Blues from
. .
At Des Moines
R. H. E. getting in two scores, the
the fans In the
9 17 3 grand
Des Moines . J
stand rose as one man and gave
3 12 1
Denver
him one of the greatest ovations ever
accorded a local player. In the next
American Association.
inning Kunz was accorded another
At Toledo
when he went to bat and he
Minneapolis-Toledgame postponed, ovation
cinched himself with the fans by
rain.
knocking out a clean
After
At Louisville
7
Louisville
0
Kansas City
At Indianapolis First game
Indianapolis
t, 68
Milwaukee
Second game
Indianapolis
1
6
Milwaukee
At Columbus-Colum- bus

No.
a. m.:
No.
11:68
18:09
days.
No.

g,

press,
p.

St. Paul

1

.. 6
2

SUNDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
At

1
2

Philadelphia
At

.1
1

Cincinnati-Cincin- nati

New York
At St. Louis First game:
St. Louis
Boston
Second game
St. Louis
Boston

2
6

my

1
0

5

Only One of Kunz's Many Spectacular

Plays.

4
1
oux

7
1

At Des Moines
TVh Moines

5
1

Dvnver

American Association.
At ixiuisville
Louisville
Kansas City
At Columbus
Columbus
St. Paul
ukee
At Milwaukee first

3tah

i

Hi

Western League.

City-Si-

11W

6

At St. Joseph

St. Joseph
Omaha
At Sioux
City
Pueblo

,

I'l

that

it was Kunz in almost every play

and he always got a hit. Two scores
of the fourteen runs, were made by
him.
In the first inning, the Blues hit
ffA,Wt
.

(CIRCWT'l

13
4

11
9

game-Milwa-

2

Indianapolis
Second game
Milwaukee . .'
Indianapolis
At Toledo First game
To,q1o
Minneapolis
Second game
Toledo
Minneapolis

4

2
5
7
1

Pi'ttus Makes a Home Run Out of a
Three-Bagge-

7

2

Gallegos freely and managed to get In

r ggp?

O. box 87.

in-

HEUSER-BUS- C

5.

TRADE MARK.
1.1

The ideal Tonic and Predigested Food. This
excellent preparation supplies food for Mother
and Baby. Aids convalescence and restores
the system to sound health.
Sold by all druggists and grocers.
Prepared by
Anheuser-Busc- h

St. Louis.

Brewinij Ass'n
V. S. A.

RIFLES
WINCHESTER RIFLES
WINCHESTER 8HOT GUNS
COLT'S REVOLVERS
SMITH A WES80N REVOLVERS
AMMUNITION, ALL KINDS

HARNESS

i

From the California Limited
Log book)

SADDLES

MEN'S SADDLES
LADIES' SADDLES
BOYS' 8ADDLES
TEAM HARNE88
BUGGY HARNESS
BRIDLES, WHIPS
STRAP WORK, ETC, ETC.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

:
j
m

J

ft

cy
l

Furniture
Crockery
Needs

verything

I

About

the

House.

BORRADAILE & CO., 117 GOLD AVENUE.

SKSSSSKX

Pianos

It Is peculiar that all of us
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit and we can't help It I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I can't abstain. The dining car service
on tbe California Limited la too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

SANTA FE IS THE WAY
MESCALERO

INDIAN SCHOOL

IMPROVEMENTS COMPLETED
The Tularosa Reporter states t..at
the now buildings of the Mcgcaleio
Indian school at Otero county have
Just bcfii completed at a cost of 50,
imio.
Th
two dormitories and the
mess liall that have been under con
struction since last .March are com
pii'ted and are now being painted. A
forty-horspower boiler Is installed
In tne basement of the mess hall, and
the two dormitories. In addition to
tne other fixtures, a power house and
dynamo have been eiocted In which
electricity for lighting purposes
generated. The dynamo Is operated
oy water power.
e

& OYE WORKS.
The Albuquerque Steam Dye Works,
Just started at No. 206 West 8ilver
avenue, across from the postofllce, Is
now ready for business. Dyeing of all
kinds of gentlemen and ladies' apparel
and work guaranteed to be first clase.
Also hats cleaned and blocked. Send
postal card and calls will be made for
work
M'lLROY & DELEOV,
Proprietors.
When you And It necessary to use
salve una iJeWltt's Witch Hazel Halve.
It la the purest and beat fur Sores,
Burns, Bolls. Enema, blind, Rledlnf,
e
ltchinir or Protwlltiir Piles, (let the
DeW Itt s Witch Haiat Balv. Bold
by all druggist.
Turkish Nongate Is One after s
dish of Ice cream eaten at Mrs.
confectionery store and ice
cream parlor.
's

1

AND

Checkering

CAR SERVICE

WHITSON MUSIC CO.
(Easy

The Southwestern

AND
FRUITS
VEGETABLES.
FRESH EVERY DAY, AT MALOY'a.

Payments)

Employment

AGENCY
Phone 195 Red Upstairs.
110 8outh 8econd

3

street

GROSS

RAILROAD

TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points go to Paulsen's
Association
Railroad
Ticket
office. Railroad
tickets bought sold and exchanged.

KELLY

ft

ft

& CO.

(INCORPORATED)

WHOLESALE

Money to Loan
Pianos, Organs,

GROCERS

on Furniture,

Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as f 10.00 and as hlg'u
as $200,000. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
One
Time:
month to one year given. Goods to remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before
borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Kooms 3 end 4, Grant Bldg.,
30J West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINQS.

STEAM CLEANING

X

t

SAVAGE

hot
weather, when they should place
their troubles with ua. We secure po
sitions as wen as nna positions.
WANTED.
we are etill doing buainesa at the
same number. We want your busi
Tne buyer of a chickerlnq piano can never have any regrets
nesa and guarantee to give eatlsfac
over his purchase, for tie will never find a Piano of another make tnat will
tion. Give ua a trial.
compare In tone with the one he has.
WE WANT AT ONCE
To te sure they cost a little more than other good Pianos, but that
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 second
cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 cham Is the inevitable result when you get the best.
Dermald, 2 men to take charge
of
nouses, 1 man to wash wagons;
neamaiera, logmen, swampers, labor
ers, etc.
FIFTEEN
WE ARE SCLE AGENTS FOR THE CHICKERING
First-clas- s
carpente
hip to Call
fornia.
TWENTY
Mexicans railroad work
ship cast

'. WOOL, HIDE AND
ALBUQUERQUE
K

X X X

AND LAS VEGAS

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

.

X X X X

We are prepared to furnish on ehort notice all styles of
HIGH

PRESSUSE

BOILERS

Internally Fired Marine Typo Boilers.
Cahall Water Tube Safety, and Return Tubular Boilers. Send, us your
Specifications for Quotations.

The

F. G. PRATT & CO.

1621-163-

Bole Agents
for Csslno Canned
Goods., Jas. Heekln & Co's Coffees,

FELT DEALERS

ILERS

Established In 1882.

.

'""-Al- e

Sporting Goods

d

Toti 8l Gradi,

has to supply Strength and Nourishment for

HON

MAY DOLE HAMMERS

WANTED Cook, in private family In
me country; male or female. Address, II., this office.
WANTED Plain sewing of all kinds.
Children's clothing. Mrs. E. S.
Dunn. 115 South Edith street.
WANTED
A girl for general house
work. 315 South Third street
WANTED Three painters, highest
waees. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. SIS South First street,
south of viaduct Send address and
will calt. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Use of horse and buggy
for its board, with privilege of purchase. 312 West Lead avenue.

(,namDeriain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy The Best
in Existence.
T. M. Wood, manager of the Whlta
uumy ii-w-,
nenjc. Am., is a repre
Dealers In
niaiive soutnern business man, who GROCERIES, PROVISIONS,
HAY,
diwa not hesitate In expressing his food
GRAIN AND FUEL.
a wen annwn remedy. Mi
"i"1""" "i (elves
aays,
me pleasure to recom
"it
metal I namtierlaln
Chollc, Cholera and Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
iHnrrhoea Kemey, havlrm uaed It myana cigars., fiace your orders
self and In my family wlih the best re.
for thle line with us.
suns, in ran i Relieve It to be the bet
remedy of the kind In existence. SolJ
NORTH THIRD STREET.
by all dealers.

The Yound Mother

, Vila

STARRETT'S MACHINIST TOOLS
ATKINS SAWS
STANLEY PLANES
JENNINGS oV IRWIN BITS

FOR RENT.
i'OH KfcHvfTlve.
room TioSei ?u
nlshed, with bath. Inquire at 419
South Edith street.
FOR RENT Four, five, nine and ten
room houses. W. H. McMUUon,
real estate dealer, 211 West Gold
avenue.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
very aesireable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
Esstbeund.
RENT Most desirable rooms
I, Atantlo Express, arrives 7:U FOR
in city, single or enaulte, with table
departs 8:80 a. m.
board. 713
Conner.
4, Chicago Limited, arrive FOR RENT West
Two nicely furnished
Tuesdays and Fridaya; depart
cottage flats, one with piano. Apa. eol, Wednesdays and Saturply 624 John street, east end of viaduct. Mrs. E. K.
8, Chicago and Kansas City Ex- FOR RENT RoomsNoiris.light houBe- for
arrives b:45 p. m.; departs 7:46
Keepmg. Apply at Gold Avenue
-

THE DINING

as much as anything, Las Vegas attributed its defeat. Although Atkins
pitched good bail on Saturday and
started out well yesterday, the strain
of two games in succession waa too
much for the gritty little pitcher, and
he was forced to retire. Then as Fanning was out of the game, Captain
Taylor came to tbe rescue, but hard as
he tried, he failed to stem the tide
and the game ended 14 to 5 in favor
of Albuquerque.
Interesting Game Saturday.
The game Saturday was quite an
interesting exhibitions of base ball.
Although the teams were forced to
quit playing twice during the game by
the severe sand storm, they finally
managed to play it out. Albuquerque
took it by a score of 8 to 6.
Captain Taylor, of the Blues, was
the hero of the day. He made a splendid catch of a long drive by Randall
and prevented a home run. Outside of
this the game was devoid of any stirring features.
The Fans are Rejoicing.
The result of the last two games
with Las Vegas, has made the Browns'
stock for the fair series soar several
points. It is expected that the team
will make a showing on the southern
trip next week that will greatly surprise the fans. One thing certain
Kunz will be greatly missed on the
trip, for his playing is the kind that
puts ginger in the boys and makes
them work fast.
There will be no more games here
until the team returns the second
week in AuguRt, when It is expected
three games will be played with Santa
Fe.

herself, and baby. She can meet this
creased demand by taking

TOOLS

IV
A N TED
Wonder why people worry thle

West Point Tipton Was Oh, So Easy.

fY.

Chicago-Chic- ago

4th Street and Railroad Avenuo

Westbound.
FOR SALE.
No. 1. Los Angeles Express, arrive
SAI.E-Good,
FOR
gentle, family
7:30 p. m.; departs 8:18 p. m.
horse. Inquire at the Racket, SecNo 3, California Limited, arrives
ond street and Gold avenue.
10:40 a. m., Mondays and Tharadays; FOR SALE Square Chlckerlng pideparts 10:50 a. m. Monday and
ano In good condition. Inquire at
Thursdays.
the Racket, Gold avenue and Sec
No. 7. San Francisco Fast Man, arond street.
rives 10:30 p. m.; departs 11:10 p. m. FOR SALE Driving horse; gentle ana
perfectly safe for woman or child
8outhbountL
to drive. Also rubber tire surrey,
zuy liouth Arno street
cneap.
No. 27 departs 11:80 p. m connects
with eastern trains
BOARD AND ROOM.
No, 22 arrives from south 7:29 a. m,
Good board, home cooking, plenty
connecting with No. 2, aastbooad.
of shade, electric light 717 East
All trains dally except No. 8 and 4. street, near Santa Fe shops.
1
No.
carries through chair, standard and tourist sleeping ears to Los
DETECTIVE AGENCY.
Angeles.
aetective Handles cases
mvaie
No. 7 carries throng1 eAalr, standard and tourist sleeping ears for aa does shadowing. Box 14, Albuquerque.
Francisco.
H. 8. LUTZ. Agent

two-bagge- r.

S

m- -

TINNERS

WE HAVE POSITIONS

NEW TIME CARD

e

o

-

skin. S. S. S. is
the greatest of
all tonics for

building- up the entire system, increasing
the appetite and helping the digestion.
S. S. S. cures all skin diseases promptly
and permanently, leaving the skin soft
and smooth. Only by keeping the blood
can w hope to have a clear skin,
on Skin Diseases and any medical
advice you may wish free of charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.

Cs

HARDWARE GO.

PLUMBERS

thor-ous;hl-

-

On Sunday's

ALBUQUERQUE

Tars aro m 7 bloot waa bad, at
Senced bv skin eruptions on difloreat
parts of the body, and other symptom, lKd positions ravine Bi.noo f .ono a vent alio own
so I concluded to try S. 8. 8., knowinir u lot r.itcuftre. Clerical and Technical awn. Writs
u
to be highly Sfioken of. After using
Matinf poaitioa yon now bold
n amber of bottle
do not remember now
HAPQOOD5 (loci. Brain Brokers
y
Juat how much my blood waa
917 Chemical Building. St. Laura
punned and enriched and I was
relieved of all eruption and manifestations of impure blood. I believe 8. 8. 8
WANTED.
te be an
blood medicine, and
any one excellent
In need ot aueh a medicine WANTED Carpenters, at once. W.
would do well to ue It. They will find
Hessehlen.
It a perfect cure as It proved to be in my
oaee.
WANTED To Join a car for Loe An- MRS C. E. 8HOEMAKEH.
Alliance, O , 618 E. Patterson St.
gcicg by September 1. Address, P.

surface
through the

Senor Gallegos Delivering His "Spit"
Ball.
safe hits. These, together with a few
errors on the part of the Browns allowed the visitors four runs and the
score then stood five to three. The
Browns caught up at the end of this
Inning, getting In two runs and tying
the score, 6 to 5.
After this Inning the game ceased
to be of much Interest. The only fea
ture arter the third Inning was a
three-bashit by Pettus In the fifth,
which was stretched into a home run
by the Las Vegas players Juggling
the ball among several of the out and
lnfielders.
Finally the Blues got tired chasing
xhe "a11 and near the last of the game
Atkins was relieved by Captain
lor' wno Proved to be even an easier
mar tof the Brownies. Fanning was
Kept out or tne game altogether by a
lacerated finger, which he received In
the game on Saturday, and to this as

All classified advertisement
or rather "I Ins re" one cent a word
for each Insertion. Minimum charge
for sny classified advertisements, 18
cents per laaue. In order to Insure
proper classification
all "liners"
should be left at this office not latar
than 8 o'clock, p. m.
la vrrry Halt for men of bmHnrne-s- r Mrns sbllltv. If
"u rv capame, encrsettc man you cn ecurs a
fetiitm with s well known
rrmn1 .Wff'isVitnoraaaiution
to cover the entire

1

Kunz's Sensational Fielding
H.E.
and Batting Features
18 1
9
8

are disfiguring and humiliating.

PURELY VEGETABLE.

R. H. E.
3
4

When Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Pimples,
or other skin diseases make their ptar- nee it is a sure sign thnt the blood i
filled with humors and burning acid.
These being forced through the pores
nd Elands burn and blister the skin, producing the eruptions which are usually
accompanied with intense iuhiug, ami

FOR THE BROWNIES

4 10

7

INSURES A CLEAR SKIN

the

R. H. E.

Pittsburg

..

BOTH GAMES EASY

:...2R. H. E.

Boson

CLASSIFIED ADS
Note

PURE BLOOD

While external treatment relieves
It docs not reach the real ausc
of the disease, because it does not go into
the blood. S. S. S , a perfect blood purifier, neutralizesthese acids and humors,
and by strengthening ami toning up the
Liver, Kidneys and Bowels, the natural
channels of bodily waste, disposes of
them instead of
allowing them
to
forced to

base.
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Bollhoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

Seventeenth Street,

DENVER,

COLORADO

Imboden's Grsnlts Flour.

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
214 South Second Street.

Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery

SVf
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ttatrutei '
mi to st net its.
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CO.

MENaNDWTjIvlEr..
I'm liisr 4J for nnuistunsJ

trritsiiiuiia or ul'ii.tiutii
ff UiUOOUl tMeliibrtVlie.
PsiulcM,
uol Mint.
bui or poixiQuut.

j or Km in pi in wrappsir,
l7 ciprva. prepaid, luff
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Cuxulsr tout
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Dental

Prices
-

RerinrpH
V
M

vr

have reduced pricee In sll dental
work. Full upper or lower acts of
teeth from 18 up, according to quality.
Gold filling from
2 up. Amalgam
and all other flHInga, from SI tip.
Gold crowns and bridge work at great-l- y
reduced prices. Appointments made
by mail. Dr. D. C. Labbe, of Chicago,
wni assist.
I

W. N. MACBETH

.

Rooms 24 snd 25 Barnett building.
Oldest established dentist In the

territory.

EVENING

ALBUOUEHOUE
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CITIZEN.

church, as bocatii of the extra ex- pense of printing additional matter on
the tickets, It was thought tinneccs- ary o pui on i nt- invmv
hence its omission.
ButmrinHmli nt .lames K. Allen, of
the Indian school In this city, left last
night for tho Alcacalero Indian

Local and
Personal
WEATHER INDICATIONS.

n

In

pout tu rn

New

Mexico,

MONDAY, JUCY 81, 1903.

PLENTY

EAT

TO

But no appetite, well describes the
condition of thousands of persons.
Their stomachs have "gone back on
them" but it only requires a fair trial
of the famous

Tremendous

whore he goes to inspect the new
HOSTETTER'S
building recently erected at that
government.
He
be
will
point by the
STOMACH BITTERS
gone several days.
Mrs. Mary Phelan and Mrs. Cora to restore this important organ to Its
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
Price Reductions on
Men's
Boys'
Pyfer deBiro to announce that they wonted vigor. Then why not start tohave furnished one of the up to date day? For over SO years it has been
No. 1. frii the east, 9 hours late.
Hawks houses on Tijeras near Fifth curing Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
No. 7, from the oast, 10:30 p. ra.
street, and are ready to- accommodate
Billlousness, Poor Appetite,
No. 8, from the west, 6:45 p. tn.
paitles deslriiiK neat rooms, with ex Cramps and Diarrhoea. Try it and
No. 2, from the west, 7:55 a, m.
cellent table linnnl. Everything new. see.
Attorney A. J. Mitchell, who spent Apply at room B, (.rant block.
Now in Force
B. A. Sleyster is In receipt of a letFrank W. Kelleher, formerly chief
the past fpw weeks In southern Call
forfornia, has returned.
clerk In the Midland hotel of Kansas ter froni Frank Forquaharson,
Hon. V. H. Childera loft today for City, Mo., arrived in the city today merly of this city, then of Raton and
Denver, where he rocs to attend to and has taken tlio position of chief now of Trinidad, giving the Informaclerk of thn Alvarado. Mr. Kelleher tion that his home had been blessed
legal buslnoss for several days.
give Satisis a thoroiiKh hotel man, and hia con by the arrival of a bouncing baby boy.
Clifton Hill, of the general merchant nection
with the Alvarado will no Many friends here Join The Citizen In
dine firm of Hill & Seis, os Isleta, was
doubt add to the popularity of that congratulations.
in effect
a business visitor to the city today,
hostelry.
James Sanchez has let the contract
daughter,
Kev. Mary J. Borden and
store
to
for
or
alterations and
fronts
Mrs. T.. A. WhlUen,
this city,
Mrs. T. li. Drury, have gone to call who
a few weeks buildings Nos. 1,009 and 1,011, South
several In Ixjshas been spending
fornia to spend a vacation
amounting
street,
to about
Angeles, Is now at San Diego, Second
weeks.
where
is visiting her son, Ensign $2,000. A. V. Tegner secured the conshe
Regular review of Alamo Hive No, F. S. WhlUen, of tho United States tract.
1, V. O. T. M., at Odd Fellows' hall monitor Wyoming.
Ensign Whltten
Mrs. Thomas Hughes left this mornTuesday afternoon, August 1, at 2:30 has been detailed from the Wyoming ing for Santa Fe, where she will visit
All $3.50 and $4 Shoes W. L. Douglas excluded now per
j
g
o clock, sharp.
gunboat,
to the
Bennington, her daughter, Mrs. O. C. Watson, who
county
pair
su
Vigil,
school
111,
Eslavlo
where he will do relief duty for
the
has been
but is now reported
$2 00 5
;
3
perlntendent , and family have gone month or so.
All $2.60 and $3. Shoesnow
to Coyof Springs where they will reLast Saturday at Cerrlllos, Jose L.
100 ?
"OTTAWA AND MONTREAL, VIA
main a few days.
Lopez, formerly of Las Vegas, and
$2
m
All
now
Shoes,
,
,
RIUEAU
OTTA
LAKES
AND
THE
Thomas C. Hall, the well known pi now chief deputy sheriff of Santa Fe
150
ano tuner, Is here, after a most suc- county,
at public sale about 450 WA RIVER," No. 34, of the New York
3
deCentral,
Series,
"Four
Track
cessful trip In the towns along the pieces of iron pipe, In order t yatisfy
a judgment for $300 Tor delinquent scribes the beautiful country between
Santa Fe Pacific.
Kingston and Ottawa, Ontario, along
Dr. D. O. Norton leturned last night taxes, In favor of the county of Santa the route of the Rldeau lakes and
from Chicago and other eastern cities, Fe against the Cochitl Gold Mining river. It Is filled with beautiful ilwhere he went several weeks ago company. Tho sale was expected to lustrations and a fine map of this
biing more than the amount of the
on a professional trip.
beautiful resort section of Ontario.
Mrs. Felix Baca returned last, night Judgment..
stamp to
For a copy, send a two-ce.1.
pasWilson
was
Rev.
.Marsh,
who
from a visit with her mother at Trin
George H. Daniels, General Passenger
Congregational
tor
In
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER
of the
church
home
idad. She was accompanied
Agent, Grand Central Station, New
by her mother, who will visit in this this city for the past five years, left York.
i
.
this morning lor Alliance, Neb., where
for several weeks.
will make his future home oh a
FRUIT8
AND
VEGETABLE,
Misses Etta and Flora West, of the he
government Indian school, have gone large cattle ranch, which he owns near FRESH EVERY DAY, AT MALOY'S.
Marsh
Rev.
one
there.
has
been
of
to California to spend their vacation.
They will visit the exposition at Port- the best liked pastprs Albuquerque
ever
had,
his
will
departure
and
be
land before returning.
regretted by his host of friends In
Dr. J. E. Clark, the new superin this city.
public
Albuquerque
tendent of the
E. H. Dunbar and John MolUor, in
Bchools, accompanied by his family,
have left Holland, Mich., for this city, the real estate business, have purand are expected to arrive tomorrow. chased the property of the Hub Leeds
Assistant United States District At estate, namely, the lesldence and lot
torney E. L. Medler, who has been a now occupied by Ben Bothe, corner, of
law uaitner of W. B. Chllders for sev Fifth steet and Marquette avenue;
by
eral years, has opened up offices on the residence and lot now occupiedavecorner of Roma
bis own In rooms 5 and 7, in the Rev. Thurston, street,
nue and Yltth
and two vacant
Whiting block.
lots on Marquette avenue, between
Hon. H. O. Bursum, superintendent Fourth and Fifth streets. The considOf
the territorial penitentiary, at eration was private.
i
Santa Fe, spent yesterday in the city
C. R. Hudson, the
North Second
on official business and left this morn
tng for his home at the capital.
street painter and paper hanger, has
Captain W. E. Dame, clerk of the returned to the city, after several
Second Judicial district, accompanied weeks sojourn at the famous Faywood
by Mrs. Dame, left last night for Call hot springs, In southern New Mexico.
fornia, Mr. and Mrs. IXame will Mr. Hudson went down to the springs
spend several weeks at the various almost a physical wreck, so bad he
coast resorts, after which they will could not navigate without a crutch
take a side trip to the Portland expo and cane, and for a few days at the
springs he Ti&d to be carried to the
sition.
bouse. He returns to the city
A slight accident occurred at Trac bath
feeling pretty well,
was noticed
tion park yesterday at the western today walking aroundand
without the aid
end of the terminal of the electric of any artificial help. He thinks
the
line. Two cars came together while Faywood springs are
all right.
running at a slow rate of speed. The
Frank Wendell, who visited southdamage was small, however, the fend
ers on the cars being torn off. No one ern California,', and was absent from
....WRITE rOtt PRICES....
.i
the city for several weeks, surprised
was .hurt.
Some misunderstanding seems to his friends w hy returning yesterday
have occurred In regard to the ice morning, and' he announces that the
cream social to be given on Friday stay In the salt atmosphere of the Pa
evening by the Highland Methodist cific ocean put about twenty pounds
church. On the tickets tne name ap more flesh on his frame. He had a
time, and being an admirer
peals as the Methodist church, in- delightful
stead of the Highland Methodist of air ships and the ordinary balloons
took several excursions from "The
leader In style, fit and quality- Chutes," while at Los Angeles. He in
"Black Cat" stockings for men, wom-- vested In a few suburban lots at Los
and and children; 15c and 25c a pair, Angeles, and .believes that the invest
at C. May's shoe store, 314 West Rail- ments will prove profitable in a short
113-119-1401-40- 3
South Firat Street
North
time.
Street
road avenue.

Partly cloudy tonight snd Tuesday,
with local thunder showers; warmer
Tuesday.

GET
YOUR

all

SHOES

s,

MONEY'S

Every pair of Shoes sold during this sale
absolutely guaranteed to
faction. Prices
until

WORTH
When you buy shoes you have a right to expect and
get what you want and what you pay for. We do th
same. When the upper, aoles or linings do not corns up
to our specification and standard we send them back. You
have the same privilege. You are In a position to demand
the best values for your money and that It what we guarantee you In our shoes.
Men's Shoes

$1.50 to $4.00

Men's Oxfords

$1.50 to $3.50

Women's Shoes

$1.35 to $3.50

Women's Oxfords

$1.50 to $3.50

Shoes for Boys and Girls

$1.00 to $2.25

Saturday

rimnnu

DEPENDABLE FOOD
PRODUCTS.
Are those that have stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are Above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that Is at all questionable In
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best In quality, the
best In flavor and the best in
furn-itisbin-

F. F. TROTTER
118

and 120 Bouts Second 8C

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
The ClarkvlUe coal we sell prlncl-saJllike the Father of His Country,
Dae a. reputation second to none, and
you know, It you've tried It, that It's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qual-ltle- s
trom Impurities, Us
and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle ns to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
Absolutely in every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-Ba-

'."

'

SIMON STERN
o

aoa

000

Steam and Hot Water Heating
Call
BEATIFUL
and Examine the

GOODS Displayed
In Our Sample Rooms

...Largest Stock Jin the Southwest...

t

rirtt
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DIAMONDS

KT)

P. Lommori,..--

Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamond to you at any
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we are
felling them. We have tome exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings and
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in our
store and price them.

n?fP?E3l'nr
J LatinZM B
B

Lam

You know the celebrated "Karpeu" go ods as far as you can see them. Call
and see good Leather Furniture, and p lenty of It.
RUGS, FURNITURE,
SOAf Q
SI
LINOLEUM, DINNER WARE,

U. erOAMAflS

Corner Second and Copper Avenue.

REPAIRS

j j

SPECIALTY.
Foundry East Side of Railroad Track
MACHINERY

WORKS. B. P.

MILL

AND

MINING

ON

HALL Proo.

A

ALBUQUERQUE.

NLW

MEXICO

rrniiTiTtTiTtim
Transfer
at

....Matteucci.

Co.
The Albuquerque
V
any old thing. Call
Auavenue.
West Gold
tomatlc 'phone 362. Bell 'phone
V
155 black.

The Fuehr

Undertaking Company,

Aulomallo 'Phona IS3.

fr bandies
No. 110

IVYtt?tIIIIIYIs-Y$-

I

Successors to Edwards A Fuehr,
307 West Railroad
Beth 'Phones.

Atrem
Day

or Night

is such that the mere knowledge
of being Summery and correctly attired is sufs

ficient to keep one's temperature

$8.00

to

degrees.

We've just received

shipment

of

$15.00

down a few
a

mid-summ- er

Suits that we are

Light-weig- ht

per suit.

annoyance.

il

Oils

U9lWttt

Waslifetjfm Co,
Cold

Art.

lit S.

Staana St.

Cement

Also

for

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER

Call at No. 624 West Tijeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

REX

CO.

Successor to John A. Le.
First snd Marquetta.

P ST

CO
HARDWARE... ixnz:
DEERINC
MACHINES
o

o

CHAS. F. MYERS- -

Proprietors- -

wm.

Mcintosh

Colorado "Phona 197

WHOLESALE

HARVESTING

Store will close Saturdays at

12

o'clock

Agent3 for
Colt's Revolvers
and Automatic Pistols
Winchester Rifles
Shotguns.Ammunition

Ik.,

and reopen 6 p. m,
during July and August
Mowers and Repairs

Studebaker

Wagons.

Wiss Scissors
and Shears

Reapers, Hay Rakes
and Headers.

sfQ

and

FLINTKOTE ROOFING.

Binders, Tedders.

It will cost you nothing to inspect them and may save you money and

Ilmi4Q

Dealers tn
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
IMAND THE BEST OF MEATS.
PORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.
,

Jeweler,
fading
RAILROAD AVENUE

E

tV

HUMAN NATURE.

offering from

carload of scree nd
doors, all sizes and new designs.
Call on us for Lumber, Glass, Paints,

DON'T FORGET

t

Iron and Bra Castings! Ore, Coil and
Lumber Cam Shaftings Pulleys, Grads
Ban, Babbit Metal) Column and Iron
Fronts for Building. J jt Jt J J J

m

Screen Doors.

&

Ju,t rece,ved

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

ALBUQUERQUE

xrrT2

Saddles, Leather,
Ranch- - Supplies

John S. Beaven
phones.

rrrrrttrrtri

Harness,

"

oh

Only

Wholesale and Retail Hardware
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam f
Pumps

free-burnin- g

'

Night

d

.

iNos.

and

Eclipse Wind Mills

.WRITE FOR PRICKS
Mail Orders Solicited 'and Promptly Filled

.

..

,

,

,

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

